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ABSTRACT

Ermerawati, A. B. (2016). Learners’ Beliefs about Pre-ESP (English for Specific
Purposes) Course. Yogyakarta: English Language Studies, Graduate Program,
Sanata Dharma University.

It is well known that English has become a distinct language taught
globally. In Indonesia, English is a bilingual education subject to the
interconnected world and globalization.  Having various socio-cultural and
education backgrounds, university learners have different beliefs about learning
English as a foreign language. It is a crucial issue then to understand and analyze
English language learners’ beliefs about learning English in order to intensify
learners’ expertise. This study was developed to investigate what will be the
proportions of pre-ESP (English for Specific Purposes) course learners’ beliefs
about learning English in the program they are attending. As there is a
phenomenon of more-than-targeted-time repeaters who keep on failing to pass the
program, it is another interesting problem to focus on.

Taking seventy learners given questionnaires and three learners
interviewed, this mixed-method study was conducted at the Pusat Pelatihan
Bahasa Asing (language center) of Duta Wacana Christian University Yogyakarta.
The findings present that 50% of pre-ESP course learners believe that their special
ability they own will support their learning. For 41% of them, learning English is
about learning English grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation; while 57% of the
learners believe that English grammar and vocabulary put them in difficulties.
Fortunately, 57% of them believe that the teaching method applied in pre-ESP
course will help them overcome their learning difficulties. During the learning
process, as much as 44% of the learners believe that cognitive strategy is good for
their learning strategy and nearly 69% of them believe that the circumlocution
strategy is the best way to apply when communicating in class. Lastly, 65% of the
learners believe that their internal motivations support them more in learning than
the instrumental ones do.

Quantitatively, the t-test analysis shows that the five aspects of learners’
beliefs do not contribute in learners’ final scores formation. It is instead their
number of attendance (sig=0) which contributes around 24% in the final scores
formation (R²=24.2%). Yet, there are nearly 76% of variables that challenge other
researchers to figure out what variables play bigger roles in forming learners’ final
scores.

Keywords: Pre-ESP course, English language aptitude, The difficulty of language
learning, The nature of language learning, The learning and communication
strategies, The motivations of language learning
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ABSTRAK

Ermerawati, A. B. (2016). Learners’ Beliefs about Pre-ESP (English for Specific
Purposes) Course. Yogyakarta: Kajian Bahasa Inggris, Program Pascasarjana,
Universitas Sanata Dharma.

Bahasa Inggris adalah bahasa yang diajarkan secara global. Di Indonesia,
Bahasa Inggris merupakan bahasa kedua yang digunakan dalam dunia pendidikan
yang akan menghubungkan para siswa dengan dunia luar dan globalisasi. Dengan
latar belakang social-budaya dan pendidikan yang berbeda, para mahasiswa
memiliki keyakinan yang berbeda pula terhadap pembelajaran bahasa asing ini.
Hal ini patut dianalisa guna mensukseskan pembelajaran mahasiswa. Penelitian
ini dilakukan guna menemukan apakah proporsi keyakinan mahasiswa kelas pre-
ESP (English for Specific Pursposes) terhadap pembelajaran Bahasa Inggris di
kelas yang sedang mereka ikuti. Fenomena mahasiswa pengulang yang sering
gagal lulus kelas pre-ESP juga menjadi perhatian dalam penelitian ini.

Dengan menyebarkan daftar pertanyaan kepada tujuh puluh mahasiswa
dan mewawancarai tiga mahasiswa kelas pre-ESP, penelitian menggunakan
mixed-method ini dilakukan di Pusat Pelatihan Bahasa Asing Universitas Kristen
Duta Wacana Yogyakarta. Penemuan penelitian menunjukkan bahwa 50% dari
mahasiswa kelas pre-ESPyakin bahwa kemampuan khusus yang mereka miliki
membantu mereka dalam belajar. Karena sebanyak 41% mahasiswa yakin bahwa
pembelajaran Bahasa Inggris adalah tentang tatabahasa, kosakata, dan cara
pengucapan, ada 57% mahasiswa yakin bahwa pembelajaran tatabahasa dan
kosakata menyulitkan.

Beruntung sebanyak 57% dari mereka yakin bahwa metode penmbelajaran
Bahasa Inggris di kelas pre-ESPakan membantu mereka dalam mengatasi
kesulitan pembelajaran tersebut. Selama proses pembelajaran, sebanyak 44%
mahasiswa kelas pre-ESPyakin bahwa strategi pembelajaran kognitif baik dan
hampir 69% mahasiswa kelas pre-ESPyakin bahwa strategi circumlocution adalah
yang paling baik dipergunakan selama pembelajaran di kelas pre-ESP. Yang
terakhir sebanyak 65% mahasiswa yakin motivasi internal lebih mendorong
mereka untuk belajar daripada motivasi instumental.

Secara kuantitatif, hasil analisa t-test menunjukkan bahwa kelima aspek
keyakinan mahasiswa tidak berpengaruh dalam pembentukan nilai akhir
mahasiswa. Jumlah kehadiran mahasiswa justru berpengaruh pada pembentukan
nilai akhir (sig=0) dan aspek ini mempengaruhi pembentukan nilai akhir sebanyak
24% saja (R²=24.2%). Akan tetapi ada sekitar 76% variabel yang berpengaruh
pada pembentukan nilai akhir yang belum terdeteksi dan membuka kesempatan
bagi peneliti lain untuk mempelajari variable apa saja yang mempengaruhi
pembentukan nilai akhir mahasiswa kelas pre-ESP.

Kata kunci: Kelas pre-ESP, Bakat pembelajaran Bahasa Inggris, Kendala dalam
pembelajaran bahasa, Dasar pembelajaran bahasa, Strategi
pembelajaran bahasa dan komunikasi, Motivasi dalam
pembelajaran bahasa
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, this chapter elaborates students’ beliefs on English language

learning in the Introduction of College English program in Duta Wacana Christian

University, research problems, research obejectives, and research benefits.

A. Background

Global development demands Indonesian graduates to be ready to face the

real competition in their new career world, especially among Asian country

graduates. Cumming (1995: 1) states that the Asian state is trying to coordinate

not only the development but also the utilization of human resources in manpower

planning and job placement and increasingly in the coordination of science and

technology. Furthermore, ASEAN declaration of AFTA (ASEAN Free Trade Are)

demands the manpower in ASEAN countries to be ready to greet the year 2015.

ASEAN Council (1999) elaborates that AFTA Council has agreed that the target

dates to achieve the objective of ASEAN free trade will be in 2015 for the six

original ASEAN Member Countries (Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia,

Lao DPR, Malaysia, Myanmar, and Philippines) and 2018 for the newer members

(Singapore, Thailand, and Viet Nam). This program is believed to be an integrated

market where there is free flow of goods within the region. The total elimination

of import duties shall be effectively done in enhancing the ASEAN region’s

economic competitiveness vis-à-vis the rest of the world. As a response to this

global economic changes and the increasing importance of the English language

as an international lingua franca, English language becomes an important means
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of communication among human resources at this matter (Yook, 2010: 3). To

prepare their future professionalism, cross-cultural understanding, and global

communication, students are empowered to enhance their English mastery

(Renandya & Jacobs, 1998: 265).

In regards to the students’ preparation to be ready-for-communicating-in-

English manpowers, Duta Wacana Christian University (UKDW) manages to set

the graduates’ English proficiency - as its goal to have graduates being competent

in English language as global communication. Besides, National Standard of

education No. 19/2005 article 9 paragraph (2), tertiary level of education should

include English as the core subject taught at university or college. Therefore, in

early 2000s, Introduction to College English (ICE) program was founded. It is a

matriculation program preparing those new students not having adequate

competency in English. This program is dedicated for their preparation to have

English for Specific Purposes (ESP) in their faculty later on. Based on the

placement test held in the enrollment test, students are categorized into two. Those

who can pass the minimum requirement may take the ESP in their faculties, while

those whose scores are lower than the minimum requirement should improve their

English in ICE program for three semesters in three levels. The non-credited ICE

program has three levels; ICE 1, ICE 2, and ICE 3. After finishing level ICE 3,

they are allowed to take the credited ESP in their faculties.

Becoming the preparation class for ESP and moreover having mentioned

in the policy of UKDW as a prerequisite program for new learners not having

passed the minimum requirement, ICE classes is crucial. Blanton (1991: 1)

proposes about an (English as a Second Language) ESL matriculation program.
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She states that this program facilitates students' ESL transition from high-school-

leveled English to a more advanced and specific English in college level.  The

heterogenic English language ability that the new students have needs to be

equalized so that they can develop their English skills proficiencies. UKDW

believes that their having ICE programs can help students improve their English

for preparing their ESP later on. However, some phenomenon appears in ICE

classes. One of the problems is the learners’ length of finishing their ICE classes.

Another obvious problem is the fact that learners repeat the same level

several times. The record of ICE administration shows that this problem appears

as those repeaters’ attendance does not come to the minimal requirement. It makes

them miss some progress tests as well as the final one; and at the end they cannot

pass the passing grade.

There have been solutions provided in attempt to improve the success of

ICE programs, yet they have not come to a satisfying solution. Having done

surveys and interviews, researcher may conclude that the problem learners’

beliefs on ICE classes.Horwitz (1988) states that learners’ satisfaction with the

course, their confidence in the teacher, and their achievement may be affected if

their learners have preconceived ideas, negative feelings or unrealistic

expectations about how foreign languages are learned, and if their ideas differ

from those of their teachers. It is thus hoped that this study will shed an important

light in investigating the learners’ beliefs about English language learning,

especially in ICE programs of UKDW.
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B. Justification of the current study

It is known that beliefs have critical role in human behaviors, seen from

academic discipline point of view. From psychology viewpoint, beliefs in learning

process have lots of elements in component of cognitive knowledge. Rad (2010)

elaborates that nowadays researchers switched from teachers’ role to the students’

functions as second language learners, as it has been investigated that learners’

attitude and perspective will lead not only the way that they attempt to learn

English but also the method that will be applied by them. At the same time,

Büyükyazi (2010) states that learners’ beliefs influence their consciousness,

attitude towards learning, learning strategies, and policies. Prior research about

ESL students and Beliefs About Language Learning Inventory (BALLI) showed

that there are specific features about students’ beliefs for ESL learners.  It comes

to a result that learners’ beliefs plays an important role in learners’ acquisition

ability as more studies have found that the learners who have positive and realistic

beliefs about learning English reached higher proficiency in English compare to

those did not have (Rad, 2010).

Therefore, this chapter finds that it is important to investigate what beliefs

the learners have towards English language learning in ICE program they are

doing. This chapter has a hope that this investigation would find out the learners’

beliefs on (1) foreign language aptitude, (2) the difficulties of learning English in

ICE Program, (3) the nature of learning English, (4) learning and communication

strategies in ICE classes, and (5) motivations in learning English in ICE classes.

Besides, there is a hope that this study could figure out why some learners tend to

be unsuccessful in doing this pre-ESP course.
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C. Research Problem

The study will be guided by a research question: What are the proportions

of learners’ beliefs about pre-ESP course?

D. Research Objectives

The purpose of this study is to find what the five-aspect beliefs of ICE

learners of Duta Wacana Christian University. The five-aspects beliefs are beliefs

about foreign language aptitude,  beliefs about the difficulty of learning English in

ICE program, beliefs about tha nature of learning English, beliefs about learning

and communication strategies in ICE program, and beliefs about motivations in

learning English in ICE program. At the end, the result of this investigation is

expected to be a means of evaluation of ICE program.

E. Research Benefits

The research is expected to benefit practically for the teacher, learners, and

ICE institution, as well as scientifically for other researchers to get some

inspiration, information, and comparison for improving the teaching-learning

process and also doing further research on learners’ beliefs towards English

language learning in Indonesia.

1. For other researchers

The findings of this research is improving researchers’ ability in teaching,

conducting researches in other related topics, thinking logically, and scientifically
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in finding solution of other related topics which can lead to the development of

researchers’ contributions both to English teaching-learning field also to their own

career development.

2. For ICE program management

The findings of this research is contributing inputs to ICE program

coordinators to update the facilities for the teachers such as upgrading program –

both for the methods and materials also discussion forum to improve the

teamwork to get solid way of helping students to learn more in ICE and of course

to pass the program successfully.

3. For teachers and learners

Reflecting themselves on the findings of the research, teachers are

expected to improve their teaching and learners are expected to increase their

motivation in mastering English skills. Furthermore, the findings of the research

may lead ICE teachers to understand the importance of the habit of planning,

action, and observation process as well as reflection so that ICE teachers can have

the uniformity of positive understanding towards the program and the learners

(Wati, 2006: 15).
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL
FRAMEWORK

This chapter discuses a theoretical background of studies on learners’

beliefs about EFL learning. It first discusses learners’ beliefs which elaborates the

definition of beliefs, the importance of studying learners’ beliefs, approaches to

investigate learners’ beliefs, assessment of beliefs about language learning, and

BALLI’s five areas of beliefs about language learning. Secondly, studies on EFL

programs for college level in Indonesia. Lastly, a summary of potential impacts of

learners’ beliefs about language learning based on the findings and arguments

from previous studies is presented.

A. Theoretical Review

This section tries to clarify the related concepts that will be used toimprove

the trustworthiness of this study. It contains the theory of learner’s beliefs, EFL

for college level, related research reports, participants’ charasteristics, and

conceptual framework.

1. Learner’s Beliefs

Knowing the definition of what beliefs are is the initial understanding

before investigating further about learners’ beliefs. In addition, elements on the

importance of studying learners’ beliefs, approaches to study learners’ beliefs,

assessment of learners’ beliefs, as well as BALLI’s five areas of beliefs about

language learning are also reviewed.
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a. Definition of Beliefs about Language Learning

Beliefs are defined as judgments and evaluations that people make about

themselves, others, and about the world around them (Dilts 1999). Having another

opinion instead of the simple definition of belief by Dilts, Pajares (1992) adds that

it is in fact difficult to define the notion of belief. As belief has a blurred

construct, it often refers to different definitions such as:

“attitudes, values, judgments, axioms, opinions, ideology,
perceptions, conceptions, conceptual systems, preconceptions,
dispositions, implicit theories, explicit theories, personal
theories, internal mental processes, action strategies, rules of
practice, practical principles, perspectives, repertories of
understanding, and social strategy, to name but a few that can be
found in the literature.”

(Pajares 1992: 309)

Clark and Peterson (1986) at one point add more confusion of the notion

of belief by issuing a comparison of belief and knowledge. Several studies have

found that belief and knowledge are similar since belief develops a form of

knowledge (Murphy, 2000). Yet, there is a difference between belief and

knowledge. Nespor (1987) elaborates that belief can be said to relate much more

heavily on affective and evaluative components than knowledge. In other words,

belief tends to have a higher degree of subjectivity. A belief, therefore, can be

concluded as a person’s choice than the one fact agreed by everybody.

In the other hand, Pajares (1992: 307) states that beliefs are established

early. An interesting fact shows that the earlier a belief is integrated into the belief

structure, the more difficult it is to change (Nespor, 1987). He also explains that a

certain belief tends to be preserved even against disagreement initiated by reason,
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time, schooling, or experience. Furthermore, individuals tend to hold on to beliefs

based on incorrect or incomplete knowledge even after scientifically correct

explanations are presented to them. This is the reason why beliefs appear to be

fixed, resistant to change. Pajares also specified the role of beliefs in defining

tasks and selecting the cognitive tools with which to interpret, plan, and make

decisions regarding such tasks. Stevick (1980: 4) says that “success depends less

on materials, techniques, and linguistic analyses, and more on what goes on inside

and between the people in the classroom.” He elaborates, furthermore, that

learners’ beliefs have a significant impact on the learning process.Therefore,

beliefs play a critical role in defining behavior and organizing knowledge and

information.

The term of beliefs about language learning was not distinctly

characterized by researchers in previous studies. Elaine Horwitz, one of the

pioneer reasearchers of the studies ob beliefs about language learning, did not

give an exact definition of beliefs about language learning in her articles. She only

refers to ‘beliefs’ using the terms such as preconceptions (1985), preconceived

ideas (1987), and preconceived notions (1988) without giving specific

descriptions about the construct (Vibulpol, 2005). In addition, Horwitz introduced

her instrument, BALLI, as an assessment of learners’ opinions [italic] (p.120,

1987).  EFL learners come to classes with no ideas what the nature of the learning

is and how they will undergo the process of learning. Horwitz (1987) assumed

that learners have some preasumptions about what lanugage learning is and how a

second language should be learned. These preexisting beliefs impact learners’

approaches and behaviours in the learning process (White, 1999).
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Additionally, Li (2004, p. 43) as stated in Lestari (2015), resumes the

definition of beliefs used by some researchers studying beliefs about language

learning such as:

 notions about language learning that students have
acquired (Kuntz 1996: 4);

 an individual’s opinions about language learning
(Banya and Cheng 1997);

 synonimus with attitudes, representations, opinions,
or ideologies (Fraser and Gaskell 1990);

 general assumptions that students hold about
themselves as learners, about factors influencing
language learning and teaching and about the nature
of language learning and teaching (Victori and
Lockhart 1995: 224);

 central constructs in every discipline which deals
with human behaviour and learning (sakui and Gaies
1999: 474);

 subjective understandings which are relatively stable
and isiosyncratic (Gaies 1998 quoted from
Asbjornson 1999).

As defined by some studies above, this study explains beliefs as

preconception that affects the way language learners behaves, think, or act

towards language learning. While teachers bring their beliefs on language

learning and teaching from their training, teaching experiance, or might go back

to their own experience as language learners, language learners bring their own

beliefs on language learning which influence their attitude toward language

learning, motivation, their expectation, and their learning strategies (Freeman

(1992) in Richards and Lockhart (1996: 46)).
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b. The Importance of Studying Learner’s Beliefs about Language
Learning

Because “success depends less on materials, techniques, and linguistic

analyses, and more on what goes on inside and between the people in the

classroom” (Stevick, 1980, p.4), learners’ beliefs have become the subject of

interest for researchers to study. In other words, studying learners’ beliefs is

important as Stevick says that what happens inside learners, which includes

learners’ beliefs, appears to contribute a crucial impact on learners’ learning

process.

Some studies have proven that learners have prepossessed understandings

about issues and further these beliefs can influence their ideas towards the issues

as a result of learning new information.  For example, Puchta (1999) considers

beliefs as ‘guising principles’ of people’s behaviours. He explains extensively that

beliefs “are generalizations about cause and effect, and they influence our inner

representation of the world around us. They help us to make sense of that world,

and they determine how we think and how we act” (pp. 68-69). In other words,

people understand new information and respond to it based on the preexisting

interpretations about the particular subject.

As EFL students come to class with ideas of the nature and the process of

learning English,they have some assumptions about what language learning is and

how a second language should be learned (Horwitz, 1987). Therefore, Horwitz

emphasized on the importance of studying learners’ beliefs. These preexisting

beliefs are claimed to have influential impacts on learner’s approaches and

behaviors in the learning process (Horwitz, 1987; White, 1999). Some researchers

proposed that some beliefs are beneficial to learners while others argue that some
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beliefs can lead to negative effects on language learning. For instance, Mantle-

Bromley (1995) suggested that learners who have positive attitudes and realistic

language-related beliefs are more likely to behave in a more productive way in

learning than those who have negative attitudes and mistaken beliefs. Similarly,

Mori (1999) claimed that positive beliefs can compensate for learners’ limited

abilities. In contrast, Horwitz (1987) was concerned that some misconceptions or

erroneous beliefs may undermine learners’ success in language learning.

c. Approaches to Investigate Learner’s Beliefs about Language Learning

Performing a study on beliefs about SLA, Barcelos (2003) classified his

study into approaches based on the definition of beliefs, methodology,

relationship between beliefs and action. The outcome of this study has nominated

three approaches that could be used to investigate learenrs’ beliefs: the normative

approach, the metacognitive approach, and the contextual approach.

Holliday (1994) said that the word normative is “studies on culture, which

see students’ culture as an explanation for their behaviors in class”. Derived from

this approach, therefore, beliefs are characterized as “preconceived notions, myths

or misconceptions”. Some other prior studies also used this normative approach to

investigate learners’ beliefs (Horwitz, 1985, 1987; Campel et. Al., 1993; Mentley-

Bromley, 1995; and Kuntz, 1996). Likert-type questionnaires can be used for

investigating learners’ beliefs using the normative approach. Distributing

questionnaires which are based on the Beliefs About Language Learning

Inventory (BALLI) developed by Horwitz (1985) is going to be used for
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collecting the data. Next, the data are going to be analyzed using descriptive

statistical method.

Following the normative approach, metacognitive approach is the second

approach to find out what the learners’ beliefs are. As proposed by Wenden

(1987, 1988, 1999, 2001), beliefs are characterized as “metacognitive

knowledge”. At the same time, beliefs are also perceived as “individual,

subjective understandings, idiosyncratic truths, which are often value-related and

characterized by a commitment not present in knowledge” (Wenden, 1998: 517).

Since the data are in form of verbal accounts, they are usually collected by

conducting interviews. The data are going to be analyzed with content analysis.

Wenden (1986a, 1987) has conducted this approach in studying learners’ beliefs.

The third approach is investigating learners’ beliefs by using the

contextual approach. As performed by Barcelos (2003), beliefs were analyzed

differently based on context. Beliefs are also inventigated using classroom

observations (Barcelos, 1995, 2000; Allen, 1996), diaries and narratives (Nunan,

2000; Miller & Ginsberg, 1995), metaphor analysis (Ellis, 2001), and discourse

analysis (Riley, 1994; Kalaja, 1995, 2000).

d. Assessment of Beliefs about Language Learning

As Horwitz (1985) pioneered the BALLI questionnaires, other researchers

then used  it in conductiong studies on similar topic. Not only developed for

assessing learners’ beliefs on language learning, the BALLI is also used for

assesing teachers’ beliefs. As Horwits (1985) affirmed, the BALLI can be used for
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investigating both learners’ and teachers’ views on language learning and can

have the issue on a discussion.

The BALLI was formulated into three different versions: a foreign

language teacher version (Horwitz, 1985), an ESL version (Horwitz, 1987), and

an English-speaking learner of a foreighn language version (Horwitz, 1988). In

the ESL version, the instrument has 34 statements with 5 Likert-scale choices,

ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree. It coups five areas of language

learning: Foreign language learning aptitude, the difficulty of language learning,

the nature of language learning, learning and communication strategies, and

motivation. This important instrument has been developed by researchers to

investigate beliefs in language learning. Some researchers used it for granted, and

some others modified it to adjust the context of the studies.

e. BALLI’s Five Areas of Beliefs about Language Learning

This part will explain about five araes of beliefs about foreign language

learning: beliefs about foreign language aptitude, beliefs about difficulty of

language learning, beliefs about the nature of language learning, beliefs about

learning and communication strategies, and beliefs about motivation and

expectation.

1) Beliefs about Foreign Language Aptitude

It is widely known that some people have their ability to learn foreign

language. Aptitude has a significant role with learners’ success in learning foreign

language. It affects significantly to learners’ language learning. Besides, age,
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gender, and first language, background may also influence foreign language

learning (Lockhart, 1996).

Furthermore, it has been discussed in some studies that beliefs and a

special ability in learning foreign language have a correlation. One of the

supporting discussions is from Horwitz.  In her 3 studies (1985, 1987, 1988),

Horwitz stated that learners’ beliefs of foreign language aptitude effects

negatively if learners believe in the existence of foreign language aptitude but do

not think that they themselves have it. As she explained further, “Learners who

feel that they lack some capacity necessity to language learning probably doubt

their own ability as language learners and expect to do poorly in language study”

(p.288).

Another researcher, Mori (1999: 408), discovered that when learners

believe in language learning ability as “unmanageable” or “fixed”, they may not

be willing to commit themselves in language learning process. In her study to

Japanese learners, it was found that learners who believed that a foreign language

learning aptitude was an unlearned ability and fixed tended to reach less than

those who understand that their ability is controllable and increasable.

In other words, two statements on language aptitude which are “I have

foreign language aptitude” and “Everyone can learn how to speak a foreign

language” represent learners’ beliefs on their foreign language learning aptitude.

These two beliefs on language aptitude determine students’ achievements during

the learning processes.
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2) Beliefs about the Difficulty of Language Learning

As Mori (1999) found that learners who believed that the foreign language

they were learning is an easy language, tended to do better than those who

believed that they were studying a difficult language. It can be inferred that beliefs

about the difficulty of language learning associate with language achievement.

In addition, Horwitz (1987) found that learners who think that they are

learning an easy foreign language but cannot make much progress can be

discouraged and may retreat themselves from the language learning process.

Peacock (1999) supported this finding by stating that those who are anxious may

be reluctant in learning the foreign language which results in their proficiency. In

other words, beliefs about the difficulty of language learning were related to

language achievement and anxiety. They also determined and affected the success

of language learning.

3) Beliefs about the Nature of Language Learning

Richard and Lockhart (1996) pointed out that the nature of language

learning is related to the importance of learning the grammatical rules, and the

importance of learning the vocabulary.Horwitz (1987: 124) found that learners

who possess beliefs about the importance of vocabulary and grammar in language

learning may have a negative impact in their learning language. It is predicted that

language learners would spend a lot of time dealing with memorizing vocabulary

list and grammar rules. In addition, Peacock (1999) also said that language

learners would achieve less English proficiency when they believe that learning

English is a matter of learning grammar rules.
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However, Wen and Johnson (1997) as stated in Vibulpol (2004: 34) drew

more attention to a contrast idea about the negative effects of vocabulary learning.

In their study in Chinese EFL learners, they found positive outcomes of

vocabulary learning strategies. The positive outcomes came from their practicing

vocabulary learning strategies such as memorizing words when reading,

consulting dictionary, and using specific techniques to memorize words. Learners

who carried out the strategies had higer scores than those who did not. Therefore,

it is such a chalenging evidence to do further investigatigation on how the two

beliefs give negative or posotive impacts on language learners success.

4) Beliefs about Learning and Communication Strategies

In this fourth category of BALLI, Huang (1997) and Yan (1999) found

that found some beliefs that are connected with the use of several learning and

communication strategies. Yet, beliefs about correct pronunciation and beliefs

about self confidence in English influence on learners’ learning.

Learners tended to experience anxiety if they concerned about their being

correct in their language learning performance but do not have an ability to meet

their expectations (Horwitz, 1989).  Negative effects on language learning process

may also occur if learners have beliefs about self confidence in speaking. As

stated by Horwitz and Cope (1986), anxious EFL learners were not confident

enough to speak the target language.

Similar to the previous findings, Oh (1996), Kunt (1997), and Truitt

(1995) also found similar relationship in EFL learners. They found that learners

who stated that they are lack of confident in speaking English tended to have
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foreign language anxiety. They would not be able to develop their language skill

well as they may not want to participate in any class activities. In addition,

Vibulpol (1992: 46) elaborated that beliefs about language learning and

communication strategies may affect learners’ success in the language learning by

“misleading the learners’ expectations, inhibiting their attempts, raising their

anxiety, limiting their perceptions about new approaches to language learning, and

reducing their use of target language.”

5) Beliefs about Motivation

Motivation has been identified by Gardner (1993) as a ‘complex of

factors’ including the wish to accomplish a goal, effort used to that direction and

support associated with the act of learning. Some studies on learner motivation

tried to find out if language learners with high learning motivation have better

achievement in language learning than those who have low learning motivation.

Olah (2006) found that particular motivation affected learners’ language

proficiency.

Gardner and Lambert (1959) wrote about motivation as being instrumental

and integrative nature. Integrative motivation is seen as a wish to communicate

and become similar to native speakers. On the contrary, instrumental motivation is

seen as the wish to learn the language formeeting the requirements for school or

university graduation or getting a job promotion. From a study done by study by

Al-Tamimi and Shuib (2009), for instance,it was concluded that from 81

university students in Yemen, instrumental was significant to their English
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learning while integrative motivation was less connected to their learning

motivation.

In other study held by Ignoudin (2008) explained that students’ social

factor also became main factor in getting motivation. He investigated in 10 adult

English learners who were immigrants. In this case, integrative motivation

became the most connected to the English learning followed by instrumental one.

2. Pre-ESP for College Level

In today’s globalized and interconnected world, few will doubt the

importance of language programs. Janssen (2012) says that not only do language

programs have the obvious opportunity to build basic skills that permit

communication, they also foster the possibility of developing intercultural

competencies that promote greater understanding and tolerance in addition to the

consideration of different socio-cultural themes, which place language at the

center of relationships between culture, identity, and power. Many pre-ESP

programs facing this interesting and transformative curricular task have not

positioned themselves favorably to realize this considerable objective. As can be

seen in many university pre-ESP programs and is described by Byrnes, Maxim,

and Norris (2010), most pre-ESP programs are constructed to build basic

communicative skills during the first two years of instruction—usually with the

end of helping students fulfill a university language requirement. Later semesters

are then dedicated to prepare students to deal with a more specific instructions

depending upon the majors they are mastering.
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In Indonesia, the question of bilingualism and bilingual education is quite

contested. Growing interest in English language use is typically attributed to

globalization or market economies. Peraturan Menteri Pendidikan Dan

Kebudayaan Nomor 68 Tahun 2013 (Indonesian Minister of Education and

Culture Policy number 68 year 2013) considers external challenge associated with

globalization and various issues related to environmental issues, advances in

technology and information, the rise of the creative industries and cultural,

educational and developmental level internationally as reasons to prepare

graduates to be ready to contribute themselves globally. Globalization will shift

the pattern of life community of agriculture and traditional commerce into modern

society such as industry and trade, for example. Therefore, students’ English

language proficiency is one of subjects to focus as they will soon face global

challenges in ASEAN Free Trade Area 2015. This issue is reconfirmed by

Purwadi (2010) that foreign language can be used as medium of instruction at a

certain education level for improving language proficiency of students. Therefore,

to prepare university students to compete in the ASEAN Economic Community,

the current Research, Technology and Higher Education Minister Muhammad

Nasir  (2015) stated that the ministry is preparing a bilingual curriculum that

would use both Bahasa Indonesia and English in universities nationwide starting

in 2016.

The program of ICE in Duta Wacana Christian University Yogyakarta is

used to denote the learning of English in an environment where English is not the

native language. It refers to the comprehensive learning of the language and is

designed to enable the adult learners to function in English in a variety of context.
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ICE program varies learners’ English language proficiency across 3 levels, on the

basis of what students reach in the enrollment test. This program is dedicated for

preparing students to have English for specific purpose in their faculties later on.

Thus, this program can be regarded as a matriculation program to improve

students’ English proficiency before taking ESP program.

This course is designed for the a starter course includes aspects of ESP

on the topics related to the learners’ different fields of study, and also a high focus

on vocabulary development for their specific field. Although most of the topics

are the general ones, some of the particular topics are emphasized on English for

Academic Purposes course for some of the the tasks that they will need to do in

their undergraduate study later on. Mardones (2014: 12) state that pre-ESP course

is designed not for emphasizing the culture and literature of the speaker of the

language, but the practical use of the target language.

B. PARTICIPANTS’ CHARACTERISTICS

Most of the participants of this study are university freshmen whose ages

are around late adolescence – adolescence are those who are aged 12-19 (Bastable

and Dart, 2007).  Yet, some of them are repeaters who are 22-25 years old.

Therefore, I assumed that the participants belonged to young adult learners.

Bastable and Dart (2007, p.8) stated that young adulthood refers to 20-40 years of

age. Being in this stage, young adult learners have attained the stage of formal

operations which means that they capable of learning autonomously, using

personal experience to enhance with learning, having strong intrinsic motivations,

being critical, and being competency-based learner.
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The cognitive capacity of young adults is fully developed. It allows them

to generalize new situations, analyse critically, and make decisions about their

personal and social roles. As young adult learning is problem centered learning,

they are able to perceive the relevancy in acquiring new beliefs or changing the

old ones for them to be willing and eager to learn. Therefore, young adult learners

often want to know the benefit they will derive from their efforts at learning

(Bastable and Dart, 2007: 27). Yet, because young adults have established ideas,

values, and attitudes, they also tend to be more resistant to change. Young adults

are motivated to learn about the possible possibilities of various lifestyle choices

(Vander Zanden et. Al., 2007).

The following figures of learners’ age, origins, and study majors provide

the source of the data.

Figure 2.1 Learners’ Age

From figure 4.1 above, it is clearly seen that from all 70 learners, 65

learners are between 18-20 years old and 5 learners are above 21 years old. In

other words, 94% learners are aged 18-20 and 6% learners are aged 21 and above.

The ones aged 21-23 are repeaters and they took ICE program this semester

because of their need of graduating in an immediate time.

94%

6%

18-20 y.o.

> 21 y.o.
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Figure 2.2 Learners’ Origins

Besides the age, the learners’ origins are also various. From all 70

learners, 35 learners are from Java (50%), 8 learners are from Sumatera (11.4%),

5 learners are from Kalimantan (7.1%), 5 learners are from Sulawesi (7.1%), and

17 learners are from Bali and Eastern part of Indonesia (24.4%).

Figure 2.3 Learners’ Study Majors

It can be inferred from figure 4.3 that 10 learners are majoring Information

System (14.3%), 11 learners are majoring Information Technology (15.7%), 6

learners are from Management major (8,6%), 1 learner is from Accounting major

(1,4%), 12 learners are majoring Design Product (17.1%), 2 learners are majoring
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Architecture (2.9%), 17 learners are from Biotechnology major (24.3%), while 11

learners are majoring Medical (15.7%).

C. RELATED RESEARCH REPORTS

Since Dr Elaine Horwitz, one of pioneering researchers on language

learning beliefs, developed the BeliefsAbout Language Learning Inventory

(BALLI) to assess students’ and teachers’ beliefs regarding a variety of issues

relating to language learning (Horwitz, 1987, 1988, 1999), the BALLI has been

used extensively in small and large scale research studies to investigate the

linksbetween beliefs and language proficiency as well as strategy use, and also the

impact of culture on beliefs in various contexts. The first study is done in Hungary

by Rieger (2009). As English became the global lingua franca, languages which

had strong regional significance have lost aconsiderable amount of importance,

such as German had with its proximity to Hungary.This study focused on

differences in learners’ beliefs based on their target language and examined

whether learners’ beliefs about language learning were global or rather influenced

by the given language they are studying. The analysis of the five established

BALLI components (Language aptitude, Difficulty, Approaches, Importance of

practising withauthentic materials and Motivation) showed that target language

seems to affect how learners perceive the difficulty of the foreign language they

are studying andthe importance they attach to some approaches towards language

learning.

Suwaranak (2012) sought to understand the beliefs about English language

learning of graduate students in a public university in Thailand. The goal of the
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study was investigating their beliefs, strategies and achievements as English

language learners. The study findings revealed various beliefs about English

language learning as well assimilarities and differences in the students’ use of

strategies which were all relevant to their learning achievement. It was presented

that beliefs are likely to be a primary factor in strategy use and language learning

achievement. Thefindings showed a direct causal relationship between gender,

first language (L1) and second language (L2) proficiency and vocabulary use,

learning strategies and second language proficiency, andlearning achievement.

Conducted in Iran, Rad (n.d) held his study which focused probing what

would be English language major learners’ beliefs about learning English as

foreign language. The researcher examined the correlationbetween students’

beliefs, attitudes and norms and students learning. Applying BALLI’s

components, the results of this study showed to what extend independent variables

(age, gender and field of study) affects dependentsvariables (students beliefs

about English leaning) and how learning language strategies that has beenapplied

by teachers influence students learning. In other words, the findings of this study

provided adequate information about current student of Kerman Azad University

Iran. The results showed that the students general beliefs about learning English

as a foreign languageaccording to English language aptitude was slightly neutral,

regarding Difficulty of English language andlearning and communication strategy

was slightly strong and for motivation and nature of Englishlanguage aspect was

strongly agree.

Büyükyazi (2010) reported a study which investigated the beliefs about

language learning of 156 English as a foreign language (EFL) students and 19
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EFL teachers in the Department of Foreign Languages at Celal Bayar University

of Manisa, Turkey. The primary aim of the study was to explore what beliefs the

students in prep classes held about learning EFL. Using BALLI components, the

study confirmed that learners arrived at the task of language learning with some

certain beliefs, which might be effective in their pursuit of the task and in their

achievement.

D. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

This section further combines the reviewed theories, participants’

characteristics, and related research reports to support the study on figuring out

the proportions of learners’ beliefs on pre-ESP (English for Specific Purposes)

course called ICE (Introduction to College English). Questionnaires and interview

were set to be conducted as attempt to find what the proportions the learners

beliefs are toward ICE Program in Duta Wacana University Yogyakarta.

English is applied in majority university situations. Therefore it can be

serious issue to understand, analyse, and test English language learners beliefs

about learning English in order to intensify learners’ expertise. So that, this study

was developed to investigate how are the proportions of pre-ESP course learners

about learning English in the program they are attending. Studying the beliefs of

the learners on learning English language in ICE program, this chapter focused

the study on the five ideas. Horwitz’s categorization model called BALLI

underlied the five areas in studying about learners’ beliefs on language learning.

The five ideas are beliefs about aptitude in foreign language learning, beliefs
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about the difficulty of learning English in ICE program, beliefs about the nature of

learning English, beliefs about learning and communication strategies in ICE

program, and beliefs about motivations in learning English in ICE program.

Additionally, through this investigation, the researcher hopes that the reasons of

some learners’ keep on being unsuccessful in finishing the course would be

figured out.
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Figure 2.4 Conceptual Framework
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In this chapter, the methodological framework will be

described.Firstly,this chapter describes the research design. Next, the nature of

data is elaborated. The third part discusses research setting and participants of this

research. Detailed descriptions of thedata collection techniques as well as data

analysis are following. At the end of this chapter, an account of triangulation is

provided to provide the trustworthiness of the research.

A. Research Design

Considering the characters of beliefs that are complicated and indistinct,

this study is constructed to apply both quantitative and qualitative research

method, which is known as mixed method, to bring out data for the analysis. As

reported by Patton (2002), a quantitative research method can result to general

findings, while a qualitative research method can get thorough and detailed

information. Qualitative research method answers the questions about why people

behave the way they do and how beliefs are formed. Thus, applying a mixed

research method which is procedure for collecting, analyzing, and combining both

quantitative and qualitative data in a single study or in a multiphase series of

studies (Creswell, 2012: 22), will come to a triangulation to overcome the

weakness or intrinsic biases and the problems that come from single research

method (Ellis, 1994).
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B. Nature of Data

In conducting this research, I analyzed both the quantitaitve data and the

qualitative data using the mixed method. Collecting the two kinds of data, I got

both in form of numbers and texts. The quantitative data is then used for getting

the answer of what are the proportions of learners’ beliefs about the pre-ESP

course, then the qualitative data which is the interview is used for reconfirming

the learners’ beliefs proportions. In mixing the two data, I could provide a a way

of ‘seeing and hearing’, beyond using them as only data for a research. Greene

(2007) provied a devinition of mixed method as a different way of looking at the

social world. It can be functioned as an approach to think about designing

documentaries.

C. Research Settings

This study is conducted in Introduction to College English (ICE) program

of the language center Pusat Pelatihan Bahasa (PPB) Duta Wacana Christian

University Yogyakarta, Jl. Wahidin Sudiro Husodo 5-25 Yogyakarta during even

semester 2016, done from February up to May 2016.

Duta Wacana Christian University is the only university in Yogyakarta the

language center of which organizes an English matriculation program dedicated

for the freshmen whose English enrollment test results have not met the minimum

requirement yet. The results are considered as a placement test for the students.

There are three levels provided; ICE 1 until ICE 3. ICE program is meant to

prepare students to take the English for Specific Purpose (ESP) program in their
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chosen faculties in the coming semesters. Furthermore, this non-credit program is

a prerequisite to the ESP program. Data are gathered from various sources like

PPB’s files and students attending various levels of ICE. Since I collected the data

using questionnaires and interview, it took several periods of time to do the

research.

D. Research Population and Sample

In this mixed-method study, data were collected through sample of study

which is represent by a population. Population, as expressed by Fraenkel and

Warren (n.d.),  is “The group to which the researcher would like the results of a

study to be generalizable; it includes all individuals with certain specified

characteristics.” Holton & Burnett (1997: 71) as stated in Bartlett, Kotrlik, and

Higgins (2001) said that “One of the real advantages of quantitative methods is

their ability to use smaller groups of people to make inferences about larger

groups that would be prohibitively expensive to study.” This chapter used

accessible population which is “the group that a researcher actually can measure”

(Mack, n.d., as cited by Lestari, 2014). The accessible population is ICE learners

in odd semester 2015/2016.

The sample of this study is 70 participants out of 700 of ICE learners total

number, which is a simple random sampling.  The basic characteristic of simple

random sampling is that all members of the population ha49ve an equal and

independent chance of being included in the random sample (Creswell, 2010:

150). The 70 ICE learners were asked to respond to the questionnaire.

Furthermore, as the triangulation, one of them was appointed to respond to the
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interview. The purpose of the triangulation is “To collect, analyze, and merge

results to better understand a reasearch problem (Creswell, 2012: 562).” This

chapter gathered quantitative data using an interview to assess ICE learners’

beliefs. It is done to know better about the learner’s beliefs about ICE program

and how he responded to the activities given in ICE program. In additional, the

interview participant showed his eagerness and determination in joining this

program. He had 100% attendance, had high cooperativeness, as well as had

active participation in ICE class.

E. Data Collecting Techniques and Instruments

It has been elaborated in section A (Research Design) that this study

applies mixed-method approach, which means data were taken using quantitative

and qualitative methods. Quantitative data are obtained through instruments, such

as survey questionnarires, standardized test, and checklist (Creswell, 2012). While

qualitative data are gained from observation, in-depth interview, and document

analysis (Marshall, 2006). In this study, I applied two instruments: questionnaire

and interview.

Pajares (1992: 207) says that beliefs cannot be measured directly; instead,

it needs to be inferred from what people say, intent, and do. Among various data

collection tools, interview as well as observation procedures served for the

purpose of collecting complementing data in the qualitative research. Meanwhile,

this study will also employ quantitative research instruments. The application of a

quantitative instrument can contribute to the qualitative research. Duffy (1987) as

cited by Yook (2003: 57) says that three benefits may grow from the application
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of a survey instrument in a qualitative research study: (1) answers to survey

instrument can show the next interviews and observations; (2) the use of a survey

instrument that gathers data from a large number of participants may compensate

the qualitative research problem of collecting data from a selected number of

participants; and (3) a survey instrument can erase the need to ask routine

background information during an interview.

1. Questionnaire

In the survey technique, beliefs about teaching and learning English at the

Introduction to College English program in language program at UKDW

Yogyakarta are brought out using a modified version of a survey entitled, Beliefs

About Language Learning Inventory (BALLI) (Horwitz, 1987).

Because the original survey was conducted for ESL students, the BALLI is

then modified into an Indonesian version to avoid problems that might occur

when the EFL participants are completing the survey in English. As the original

survey categories, this study uses the five different categories used by Horwitz:

foreign language aptitude, difficulty of language learning, nature of language

learning, learning and communication strategies, and motivations. The

questionnarires were distributed to 70 participants. The participants gave their

responses to each statement in the questionnaire by circling one of the five options

which have different values: SD (strongly disbelieve) which is valued 5, D

(disbelieve) which is valued 4, N (neutral/somewhat believe) which is valued 3, B

(believe) which is valued 2, and SB (strongly believe) which is valued 1 based on

Likert’s scale. While for some negations, the five options have the opposite

values; SD (strongly disbelieve) which is valued 1, D (disbelieve) which is valued
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2, N (neutral/somewhat believe) which is valued 3, B (believe) which is valued 4,

and SB (strongly believe) which is valued 5.

This 37-statemented questionnaire was first piloted to 30 (thirty) students

to check it’s validity as well as to make sure that the statements are clear and

comprehensible. This questionnaire was used to  obtain information related to

learners’ beliefs about ICE program they were taking. The following is the

grouping of the statements in the questionnaire.

Table 3.1

Grouping of the Statements in the Questionnaire

Statements Areas of Beliefs

It is easier for children than adults to learn

English.

Beliefs about Foreign

Language Aptitude

Some people have a special ability for learning

English.

Indonesian are good at learning English.

I have a special ability to master English.

Everyone can learn English.

People who speak more than one language are

very intelligent.

It is easier for someone who already speaks a

foreign language to learn another one.

Female learners are better in learning English than

the males

People who are good at mathematics or science

are good at learning English

I do not master enough vocabulary items Beliefs about the

Difficulty of Learning
Considering grammar makes me difficult to speak

in English
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Pronuncing English words is difficult English in ICE Program

Having English lesson in ICE does not equip the

student with enough English to survive in

conversations

I can learn English faster if I have a partner to

practice after ICE classes

The current method applied in ICE classes support

me to practice speaking in English

Grammar is crucial to learn in ICE classes

Beliefs about Nature of

Learning English

The best place to learn foreign language is in the

native countries

The most crucial part to learn English is mastering

vocabulary items

The most important part in learning English is

grammar mastery

The most supporting part in learning English is

learning native-like pronunciation

Learning speaking in English is different from

learning writing in English

Communicative learning is important to improve

English speaking ability

Beliefs about Learning and

Communication Strategies

in ICE Program

The using of body language, mimic, or imitating

voice need to be applied to elaborate the speaker’s

intention

Memorizing is a good strategy to learn English

Learners are allowed to switch into Bahasa

Indonesia while speaking in English

Learners are allowed to describe something they

found it difficult to convey

If I found difficult words, I am allowed to ask the
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proffesors or friends.

The oral activities in ICE classessupport my

learning speaking English

I often use fillers like ‘eehhmm...’ or ‘what is it...’

when talking in english

In talking in English, learners are supposed to

know the dictions and the pronunciation

Indonesian students need to learn English

Beliefs about Motivations

in Learning English in ICE

Program

I want to learn English language so that I could

make international friends

If I learned English well, I  could get good jobs

I intend to learn English for myself

I join ICE class because it is a prerequisite for

taking an English class in my faculty

I attend ICE class for fulfilling 75% attendance

I join ICE class for preparing myself to have an

English class in my faculty in the next semesters

Completing the questionnaire, the participants are doing it out of the practice

of teaching program. To avoid participants’ act of skepticism, this chapter tries to

do a friendly approach as it could be predicted that dealing with ICE program is

not preferable for them.  The participants complete the questionnaire in the

presence of this chapter; they do not take the questionnaire with them and

complete it elsewhere.

2. Interview

The second instrument is interview which is used to collect qualitative

data.  There are three fundamental types of research interviews: structured, semi-
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structured and unstructured. Semi-structured interviews consist of several key

questions that help to define the areas to be explored, but also allows the

interviewer or interviewee to diverge in order to pursue an idea or response in

more detail (Gill et. al., 2008). In this study this chapter used a semi-structured

interview.

Zacharias (2003: 126) mentions that questionnaires are used to identify

participants’ beliefs in relation to the topic of a research as well as how their

beliefs were present in actual classroom practice. Yet, as presented by Doernyei

(2003), there will be possibilities that what people believe and how they act are

often different from their related survey responses. Therefore, this possible

problem would be resolved through interview. In this study this chapter

interviewed a learner of ICE Program who was determined in participating

actively in class. The interview was recorded and transcribed. The transcript was

intended to support the findings obtained from the questionnaire. By

understanding the vision resulted from the interview questions, this chapter hopes

to learn the nature of beliefs about learning English at the ICE program in UKDW

Yogyakarta, how these beliefs affect the learning process.

F. Data Analysis and Interpretation

Using BALLI’s Horwitz, Lickert Scale will be applied in the

questionnaire. In order to do descriptive statistics, the scales which are range from

1 (SD=strongly disbelieve) to 5 (SB=strongly believe). In the analysis, the five

rating scales are categorized into three groups and are interpreted as follows.

Responses “1” and “2” are combined and analyzed under the category of
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“Disbelieving” which indicate that the respondent disagree with the statement.

Responses “4” and “5” are analyzed together under the category of “Believing”

which indicate that the respondent agree with the statement. Response “3” is

analyzed in the category of “Neutral” which means that the respondent slightly

believesin the statement. The three codes; believing, disbelieving and neutral, then

provide the information about learners’ beliefs about English language learning in

ICE program.

For analyzing the questionnaires, firstly the number of renspondents who

answered each question items is counted. To find the scale of the statement,

secondly, the mean of each statement needs to be figured out. It can be acquired

by applying the formula.

N = The number of respondents
Mn = Mean (indicators of central tendency of the set of
sources)
∑f = Obtained by multiplying the number of the learners
who answered each option to scale of the option.

Having a hypothesis that the ICE learners have negative beliefs about

learning English in ICE program, this chapter found an importance of finding any

factors that might support their failure in getting good final scores, beside the

beliefs about learning English in ICE program. It was assumed that there was

relationship between learners’ attitudes towards the learning process in the pre-

ESP course and their beliefs about learning English language. To support the

analysis on learners’ beliefs about learning English in ICE, this chapter applies

linier regression analysis. This chapter considered that it is not only perception

which supports beliefs but also evidences.

= ∑
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It is widely known, that one of performance indicators is final score. Final

score plays important role in a teaching-learning process as it gives feedbacks to

both lecturer and learners about how well the teaching learning was. Scores can

merely reflect learners’ performance rather than their truly competence

(Suwanarak & Photongsunan, 2008). Therefore, by analyzing learners’ final

scores, evidences why some learners’ failure kept on occurring would be found.

In ICE program, the final score is calculated by finding the average of 6

progress reviews and a final test. Each progress review values 10% and the final

score itself scores 40%. Yet, learners have a condition to join the final test. To be

able to join the final test, a learner must acquire at least 75% attendance. In

accordance to the value of learner’s being present, this chapter presumed that

learner’s presence in class has an important role in determining learner’s final

score.

Based on the beliefs that a learner has, it could be predicted that a learner

with good beliefs about learning English in ICE program would have good

English proficiency which could be seen from his final score. To figure out the

relation between learner’s beliefs and his final score, this chapter also analyzed

the data using multiple linear regression. StatisticSolutions explained that multiple

linear regression is the most basic and commonly used predictive analysis.

Regression estimates are used to describe data and to explain the impact between

independent variable and dependent variable. In this case, this chapter wanted to

figure out the impact between learner’s beliefs and his final score. In this instance,

the independent variables include independent variable 1 (the beliefs about

foreign language aptitude), independent variable 2 (the beliefs about the difficulty
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of learning English in ICE program), independent variable 3 (the beliefs about the

nature of learning English), independent variable 4 (the beliefs about learning

communication strategies in ICE program), independent variable 5 (the beliefs

about motivations in learning English in ICE program), independent variable 6

(learner’s presence in class) and the dependent variable is learner’s final score.

The following multiple linear regression equation will be used.

Y = estimated dependent variable, a = constant,

b = regression coefficients and x = independent variables

A multiple linear regression requires simultaneous analysis using t-test. The

significance could be found in the SPSS output. If the significance is below 5%, it

indicates that there is an influence of learners’ beliefs towards ICE learners’ final

scores (dependent variable).

In a multiple linear regression analysis, test of significance (t count) and

coefficient of determination (R-squared) would be presented. Test of significance

is used to prove that the six independent variables give impacts to learners’ final

scores.

While R-squared or the determination of coefficient explains how well

independent variables vary the dependent variable. It could be determined by

using the following formula.

Y = a + b1 X1 + b2 X2 + .... + bn Xn

t =
 ( ) ( )
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R-squared value advises some other variations to be analysed in the next

research. The last analysis was set from the interview result. The interview was

conducted to 3 of ICE program learners. This chapter chose the interviewee based

on their performance in class. The dialogue was recorded and transcribed. The

transcription supporting the analysis of the questionnaire was written as

supporting data.

G. Trustworthiness

This chapter used triangulation to make the findings of this study

trustworthy. Cresswell (2012: 259) stated that triangulation is ‘the process of

corroborating evidence from different individuals (e.g., a principal and a learner),

types of data (e.g., observational field notes and interviews), or methods of data

collection (e.g., documents and interviews) in descriptions and themes in

qualitative study.’ In other words, trustworthiness is a step to make the data valid

and reliable.

Triangulating the findings of this research, this chapter provided two

different techniques to gather the data. Collecting quantitative data, this chapter

analysed and interpreted the questionnaires as well as learners’ final scores.

Besides the quantitative data, qualitative data was obtained from the interview.  At

the end, all he data from questionnaire and interview were analysed, compared,

and crosschecked to make the interpretation trustworthy.

R²=1 – ( ê )
( )
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND PRESENTION

Answering the research question which is: What beliefs the ICE learners

hold about learning English at the Introduction to CollegeEnglish program in

Duta Wacana University, this chapter presents the research findings. The findings

were then presented and explained to figure out the beliefs the learners have in

learning English in ICE Programs of Duta Wacana Christian University

Yogyakarta.

A. Findings

This chapter has two parts to present. The first part is the quantitative

analysis which will present the findings collected from the questionnaires. To

answer the research question clearly, at second part, the interview will be used as

data that will be qualitatively presented.

1. Quantitative Data Analysis

Collecting the data, this chapter got 70 learners who have different

background. As this chapter collected the data during an even semester, most of

ICE learners are freshmen aged in early adult. The following are the analysis of

the five-variabled questionnaire as well as multiple linear regression to find the

impact of those beliefs towards learner’s final score.

a) ICE Learners’ Responses: BALLI
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The questionnaire presents five areas of beliefs in learning English; those

are beliefs about aptitude in learning English, difficulties in learning English,

nature of learning English, and motivations in learning English. Each variable of

beliefs has some aspects creating the area of beliefs. As stated in previous chapter,

the aspects of beliefs will be intepreted based on the five-scaled Likert Scale.

The following table 4.1 up to table 4.5 which are modified from Horwitz’s

BALLI (1987)  are presenting the source of the data. At the same time, the value

of the data is also converted to access the overall interpretation of the aspects of

learners’ beliefs about learning English in ICE program. The level of conversion

is assumed to indicate how learners believe about foreign language aptitude, about

the difficulties of learning English in ICE program, about the nature of learning

English, about the learning and communication strategies in ICE program, and

about motivations in learning English in ICE program. Therefore, the levels of

conversion were weighed differently based on the items. For the positive items, 2

is for highly believe, 1 is for believe, 0 is for neutral, -1 is for disbelieve, and -2 is

for highly disbelieve; while for the negation items, -2 is for highly believe, -1 is

for believe, 0 for neutral, 1 is for disbelieve, and 2 is for highly disbelieve.   The

highest converted score is then divided by the number of the total respondents

which is 70. From the rounded result, the interpretation of how the learners

believe about learning English in ICE program could be seen clearly.
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Table 4.1. Beliefs about Foreign Language Aptitude

Aspects Items
Frequency Inter

preta
tion

Pro
por
tion

1 2 3 4 5*

Age It is easier for children

than adults to learn

English.

3 26 28 11 2 Neutral 40

Special

Ability

Some people have a

special ability for

learning English.

18 37 11 4 0

Believe 50

It is easier for someone

who already speaks a

foreign language to

learn another one.

12 28 22 7 1

I have a special ability

to master English.
8 35 24 2 1

Everyone can learn

English.
47 20 3 0 0

People who speak

more than one

language are very

intelligent

17 31 18 4 0

Indonesian are good at

learning English.
7 32 29 2 0

Gender

Female learners are

better in learning

English than the males

3 10 40 13 4 Neutral 57

Subject

Interest

People who are good at

mathematics or science

are good at learning

English

4 10 32 22 2 Neutral 45
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*Note: 1 – strongly believe, 2 – believe, 3 – neutral, 4 – disbelieve, 5 – strongly

disbelieve

The beliefs about foreign language aptitude presented in table 4.1 are

categorized into four: age, special ability, gender, and subject interest. The

majority of the learners believe slightly that learners’ foreign language aptitude is

affected by their age. At the same time, 40 learners hold beliefs that they rather

believe that female learners learn better than the male learners do and that subject

interest slightly brings good aptitude in learning English in ICE program was 32

learners. Lastly, 31 learners of ICE program believe that they have special ability

that brings positive impacts to their learning English in ICE program.

Table 4.2. Beliefs about the Difficulties of Learning English in ICE Program

Aspects Items
Frequency Inter

preta
tion

Propor
tion1 2 3 4 5*

Lack

of

vocabu

lary

I do not master

enough

vocabulary items
3 36 21 9 1 Believe 51

Confus

ion

with

gram

mar

Considering

grammar makes

me difficult to

speak in English

3 44 3 20 0 Believe 62

Confus

ion

with

Pronuncing

English words is

difficult

2 20 30 13 5 Neutral 42
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pronun

ciation

Lear

ning

useful

ness

Having English

lesson in ICE

does not equip

the student with

enough English

to survive in

conversations

0 7 14 34 15
Dis

believe
49

Lack

of prac

tice

I can learn

English faster if I

have a partner to

practice after

ICE classes

20 34 15 1 0 Believe 49

Tea

ching

me

thod

The current

method applied

in ICE classes

support me to

practice speaking

in English

20 40 10 0 0 Believe 57

*Note: 1 – Strongly believe, 2 – believe, 3 – Neutral, 4 – disbelieve, 5 – strongly

disbelieve

The beliefs about difficulties of learning English in ICE program as seen

in table 4.2 are categorized into lack of vocabulary, confusion with grammar,

confusion with pronunciation, learning usefulness, lack of practice, and teaching

method. It was found that most learners believe that vocabulary, grammar, and

their lack of practice become barrier to their difficulties of learning English in ICE

program. As much as 30 learners believe slightly that pronouncing English words

correctly becomes barrier in their learning English. Furthermore, most learners
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hold beliefs that the teaching method in ICE program helps them practice

speaking in class and, at the same time, equips them with enough language

knowledge to survive in English conversations.

Table 4.3. Beliefs about the Nature of Learning English

Aspects Items
Frequency Inter

preta
tion

Pro
por
tion

1 2 3 4 5*

The

role of

gram

mar

Grammar is

crucial to learn in

ICE classes

25 24 15 5 1

Believe 39The most

important part in

learning English

is grammar

mastery

19 30 18 3 0

The

role of

vocabu

lary

The most crucial

part to learn

English is

mastering

vocabulary items

26 29 14 1 0 Believe 41

Cultural

knowledg

e of the

target

language

The best place to

learn foreign

language is in

the native

countries

20 13 16 16 5 Believe 29

The

role of

pronun

ciation

The most

supporting part

in learning

English is

learning native-

like

8 25 25 12 0 Neutral 36
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pronunciation

The

differ

rence

between

learning

speaking

and

writing

Learning

speaking in

English is

different from

learning writing

in English

14 25 23 8 0 Neutral 36

*Note: 1 – Strongly believe, 2 – Believe, 3 – Neutral, 4 – Disbelieve, 5 – Strongly

disbelieve

In table 4.3 above, the beliefs about the nature of learning English covers

five aspects; the role of grammar, the role of vocabulary, cultural knowledge of

the target language, the role of pronunciation, and the difference between learning

speaking and writing. ICE learners hold beliefs that grammar, vocabulary, and

cultural knowledge of the target language play important role in learning English.

They think that the best place to learn English is in the native countries.

Meanwhile, they somehow believe that speaking like native is crucial in learning

English.

At the same time, they also rather believe that learning speaking is different from

learning writing.
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Table 4.4. Beliefs about the Learning and Communication Strategies in ICE
Program

Aspects Items
Frequency Inter

preta
tion

Pro
por
tion

1 2 3 4 5*

Cogni

tive

stra

tegy

Communicative

learning is

important to

improve English

speaking ability

37 33 0 0 0

Believe 44

Memorizing is a

good strategy to

learn English

7 20 24 15 4

Para

linguis

tic

The using of

body language,

mimic, or

imitating voice

need to be

applied to

elaborate the

speaker’s

intention

29 37 4 0 0 Believe 53

Code

swit

ching

Learners are

allowed to switch

into Bahasa

Indonesia while

speaking in

English

4 30 29 3 4
Dis

believe
43

Circu

mlocu

tion

Learners are

allowed to

describe

10 48 12 0 0 Believe 67
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something they

found it difficult

to convey

Applea

ling

for

help

If I found

difficult words, I

am allowed to

ask the

proffesors or

friends.

33 33 2 1 1 Believe 47

Barrier

The oral

activities in ICE

classes do not

support my

learning speaking

English

1 12 16 26 15 Neutral 37

Use of

all pur

pose

word

I often use fillers

like ‘eehhmm...’

or ‘what is it...’

when talking in

English

8 30 26 5 1 Neutral 43

Word

foreign

izing

In talking in

English, learners

are supposed to

know the

dictions and the

pronunciation

16 41 12 1 0 Believe 59
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The forth table, table 4.4, is presenting beliefs about learning and

communication strategies in ICE program which are classified into two: learning

strategies and communication strategies. Learning strategies are separated into

two: cognitive strategy, and barrier. Meanwhile, communication strategies are

grouped into six: paralinguistic, code switching, circumlocution, use of all

purpose words, word foreignizing, and appealing for help. The findings show that

most learners believe that cognitive strategy is the best applied. In term of

communication strategies, it could be graded that learners applied appealing for

help and paralinguistic strategies most of the time. The next favourite strategies

they use in class are circumlocution and word foreignizing strategies. The least

strategy they applied is use-of-purpose-word strategy.

Table 4.5. Beliefs about Motivations in Learning English in ICE Program

Aspects Items
Frequency Inter

preta
tion

Propor
tion1 2 3 4 5*

Internal

moti

vation

Indonesian

students need

to learn

English

46 20 4 0 0

Believe 65

I want to

learn English

language so

that I could

make

international

friends

39 22 9 0 0

I intend to

learn English
51 16 3 0 0
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for myself

Instru

mental

moti

vation

If I learned

English well,

I  could get

good jobs

46 23 1 0 0

Believe 45

I join ICE

class because

it is a

prerequisite

for taking an

English class

in my faculty

24 28 14 3 1

I attend ICE

class for

fulfilling

75%

attendance

20 21 14 11 4

I join ICE

class for

preparing

myself to

have an

English class

in my faculty

in the next

semesters

30 26 12 1 1

*Note: 1 – Strongly believe, 2 – believe, 3 – Neutral, 4 – Disbelieve, 5 – Strongly

disbelieve

The last area in table 4.5 is beliefs about motivations in learning English in

ICE program. It is grouped into two: internal motivations and instrumental
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motivation. It is found that learners are motivated in learning English in ICE

program more because of their both internal motivations and instrumental

motivations. Around 45 learners believe that their internal motivations influence

their learning most of the time. At the same time, there are approximately 31

learners believe that their learning in ICE program is affected by their internal

motivations.

b) Multiple Linear Regression Analysis

Evaluation provides teachers with information about the effectiveness of

their teaching in relation to learners’ outcome. Score is one of the indicators of

how progressive a learner is. In ICE program, a learner’s final score is determined

by calculating six progress reviews and a final oral test. Each progress review

values twelve point five percent or equals to seventy-five percent altogether and

the final oral test values twenty-five percent. Joining the final oral test, a learner is

required to be present in class for not less than seventy-five percent out of twenty-

four meetings in a semester or he will not be allowed to join the final oral test.

The scoring in ICE program ranged into four: A is ranged 86-100, B is

ranged 71-85.99, C is ranged 55-70.99, and E is ranged 0-54.99. A learner scoring

E is considered failed. The following is the seventy learners’ final scores.
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Figure 4.6. Learners’ Final Scores

In regard to learners’ beliefs about learning English in ICE program, this

chapter assumed that there is an impact between their final scores and what they

believe. The following is the statistical analysis on the assumption.

Table 4.7. Test of Significance (t-test)

Variables Coefficient t count Significance Information

Constant 5.764 0.291 0.772 -

Beliefs about

foreign language

aptitude

0.217 0.108 0.914

No impact on

final score

Beliefs about

difficulties of

learning English

in ICE program

2.761 1.329 0.189

Beliefs about the

nature of

learning English

2.372 1.595 0.116

20%

53%

26%

1%

Score A

Score B

Score C

Score E
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Beliefs about the

learning and

communication

strategies in ICE

program

0.199 2.036 0.098

Beliefs about

motivations in

learning English

in ICE program

2.014 1.104 0.274

Learners

absence
2.025 3.712 0.000

With impact

on final score

The t test table above found that the learners’ beliefs variables value more

than five percent which indicate that there is no significance of the five beliefs and

learners’ final scores. Meanwhile, the t test values zero percent significance which

strongly signifies that there is significance of learners’ absence and learner’s final

score. It is reflected clearly that this finding correspond to the fact that when a

learner misses a progress review, he will not have a maximum score. At the same

time, during his being absent, he might have missed the progress review

preparation activities which would make his readiness for the progress review

low. The climax is if a learner misses more than six time absences, he would lose

as much as twenty-five percent of his final score.

Coefficient of determination (R-squared) is a number that indicates how

well data fit a statistical model. In other words, coefficient of determination is a

tool finding how well dependent variable, which is learner’s final score, explains

about the independent variables, which are learners’ beliefs about learning English
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in ICE program, in a statistical model. In this statistical model, the R-squared is

zero point two four two. It shows that the six variables in the table 4.10. above

contribute twenty-four percent for learners’ final score. It could be resumed that

there is seventy-five point eight percent of other variables which is excluded in the

statistic model contributing more to learners’ final score. This chapter thinks that

it could be either learner’s taking English courses after ICE classes, learner’s

education background, or learner’s joining an English speaking community.

2. Qualitative Data Analysis

This section presents and analyses the result of qualitative data obtained

from the interview. The results of the interview are used for confirming and

supporting the findings from the questionnaire and the test of significance.

To give clearer understanding and supporting evidence on the learners’

beliefs about learning English in ICE program, interview is used to confirm and

support the findings from the questionnaire and the test of significance. The

interview covers five areas of beliefs on learning English: 1) the beliefs about

foreign language aptitude, 2) the beliefs about the difficulties of learning English,

3) the beliefs about the nature of learning English, 4) the beliefs learning and

communication strategies in ICE program, and 5) the beliefs about motivations in

learning English in ICE program. At the same time, the interview dealt with the

test of significance variable which is learner absence. The detailed transcript can

be seen in in the Appendix section.

Beliefs about foreign language aptitude are grouped into age, special

ability, gender, and subject interest. Interviewing some of the learners, this chapter
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found that most of them believe that special ability is owned by people who learn

English. An interviewee said, “It’s actually in everyone’s aptitude but

unfortunately, some of them don’t have their aptitude well-developed. (Int./Q14)”.

Yet, they rather believe that gender plays important role in their success in

learning English as they said, “I’m neutral (rather believe). (Int./Q14)” and

“Girls are more diligent than boys. They stay more at home and study. While we

boys are having fun business all the time. (Int./Q20)”.

The beliefs about the difficulties in learning English are categorized into:

1) lack of vocabulary, 2) confusion with grammar, 3) confusion with

pronunciation, 4) learning usefulness, 5) lack of practice, and 6) teaching

methods. The result of the interview shows that most of the learners believe that

they found grammar and vocabulary items difficult to coup with. It is seen from

their excerpts as follows.

“I don’t understand the meaning of the words. (Int./Q27-
28)”

“I got confused about the positions of the words; what
comes after ‘he’ and ‘they’, for example. The next words
would determine the meaning. If I misplace those words
then it will change the meaning. (Int./Q31)”

“I understand none of them (vocabulary and grammar
items). (Int./Q33)”

“English grammar is the most important to learn as we
cannot communicate in English if we don’t know the
grammar. (Int./Q37)”

“For me the most important is vocabulary. Sentence
structure is not important. Would you give us glossary,
miss? So that we understand what the lecturer said.
(Int./Q38)”
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Besides their difficulties on vocabulary and grammar, ICE learners found

pronunciation challenging for them to learn in ICE class. A learner said,

“Pronunciation is important, miss. We need to speak with correct pronunciation

so that we don’t come to misunderstanding. (Int./Q40)”. Furthermore, ICE

learners believe that the difficulties on vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciation

are successfully covered by the teaching method applied in ICE class. Ones said:

“Your giving us glossary is helpful, miss. The explanations about English

grammar are clear, as well as your teaching us how to pronounce words

correctly. (Int./Q42)” and “I found the activities like games, races, group works,

role plays, and presentation such great help, miss. (Int./Q43)”.

The beliefs about the nature of learning English cover six aspects: the role

of grammar, the role of vocabulary, the role of pronunciation, cultural knowledge

of the target language, and the difference between learning speaking and writing.

The interview showed that for the ICE learners, grammar, vocabulary and

pronunciation are the crucial parts of learning English. Forty percent of them said,

“For us learning English is a matter of mastering vocabulary, grammar, and

pronunciation. That’s all. (Int./Q22-24)”. They believe that it is only the three

aspects which are important in learning English.

The forth area is the beliefs about learning and communication strategies

in ICE program. Learning strategy is about learner’s cognitive strategy while

communication strategies are grouped into seven: paralinguistic, code switching,

circumlocution, appealing for help, barrier, use of all purpose word, and word

foreignizing. After the interview had been done, this chapter could see that
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learners had various strategies in dealing with their learning as well as

communicating in English in ICE class.  In learning strategy, learners believe that

by practicing more speaking in class would give them more opportunity to learn.

It can be seen in the excerpt, “We would love to practice speaking more. Just

teach us how to speak, we would memorize it, and we perform our speaking in

front of the class. Speaking more would give us more experience and we would

remember more. (Int./Q48-49)”. Learners also apply paralinguistic in which they

use gestures to alter unfamiliar words as a learner said, “We sometimes describe

what we would like to say as we try to use gestures. (Int./Q44)”. At the same time,

learners try to ask for help to the lecturer as what stated in the excerpt, “Asking

the lecturer for helps is more favourable as we could know meanings of new

words as well as the pronunciation at the same time. (Int./Q44-45)”.

The last beliefs are the beliefs about motivations in learning English in

ICE program which cover two aspects: internal motivations and instrumental

motivations. The interview shows that their learning English in ICE program is

encouraged by both internal and instrumental motivations as seen in the following

excerpt:

“Learning English in ICE program makes us feel confident
in speaking to international friends. (Int./Q51)”.

“Learning English in ICE program improves my English.
(Int./Q52,59)”.

“Learning English in ICE program will prepare me to talk in
presentations in ICE class as well as later in my major.
(Int./Q57)”.
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“ICE program is a prerequisite. So I have to finish this soon
so that I could take English for Management class in my
major. (Int./Q61-62)”.

The above excerpts found that learners’ taking ICE program is due to their feeling

confident and their self-improvement (internal motivation) as well as their

preparing for academic needs such as speaking English in presentations and also

preparing themselves for taking the next English for specific purpose in their

majors (instrumental motivations).

Doing significance test, this chapter found that there is impact of learner’s

presence and learner’s final test. It could be seen that the significance score is

lower than five percent, which means the variable of learner’s absence impacts

highly to a learner’s final score. Furthermore, the interview also found that

learners failure in the past semesters were because of their being absent more that

the limit. Learners basically understand the scoring system as well as the class

rules. They were absent many times because of various issues. They fully

understood that their absence brought them to failure. Learners said,

“I was too bad in managing my time, miss. I went to parties
a lot and my study was messed up, including my coming to
ICE class. (Int./Q64)”

“I wasn’t ready for joining ICE class, miss. I was a student
from rural area whose English is not good enough to help me
follow the ICE class. I wasn’t confident and decided to drop
the class. (Int./Q68)”

“I was often absent and my scores were not complete. I
failed because of my being absent several times.
(Int./Q72,81)”
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From the excerpt above, it could be seen, after a test of significance is conducted,

that their final score is affected by their regular coming to the class.

B. Discussion

This chapter presented and interpreted the findings using related theories

to figure out what beliefs ICE learners hold in learning English. The presentation

is based on ICE learners’ beliefs about foreign language aptitude, beliefs about the

difficulties in learning English in ICE, beliefs about the nature of learning

English, beliefs about learning and communication strategies in ICE program,

beliefs about motivations in learning English in ICE program, as well as the

finding resulted from a test of significance. Validating the trustworthiness of the

findings, this chapter applied triangulation strategy to analyse the data from the

questionnaire and the interview.

1. Learners beliefs about learning English in ICE program

The five areas of beliefs are used to present about the obtained findings.

The five areas of beliefs are the beliefs about foreign language aptitude, the

beliefs about the difficulties in learning English in ICE program, the beliefs about

the nature of learning English, the beliefs about learning and communication

strategies in ICE program, and the beliefs about motivations in learning English in

ICE program.

a. Beliefs about Foreign Language Aptitude

Aptitude in learning foreign language influences learner’s success

possibility in mastering a foreign language. It affects significantly to learners’
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language learning. It deals with age, gender, and subject interest which may

influence foreign language learning (Lockhart, 1996). As much as 28 learners

believe slightly that children would be more successful in learning English

compared to the adult learners would. Ausubel (n.d) says that as children’s

intellectual capacity is less differentiated along particular lines and they are more

venturesome in undertaking new learning task compared to adult learners.

Furthermore, Carroll (1958, 1962) supported that learner’s special aptitude

plays important role in learning foreign language.  She identified that learner’s

special aptitude related with rote memory for learning (the ability to store verbal

information in memory and recall it later); phonetic coding ability (the ability to

analyse incoming sounds so that they can be retained); and grammatical

sensitivity (the ability to recognize, in whatever manner, the function of a word in

a sentence) would be learner’s advantageous background he could use to improve

in learning a foreign language.

Around 35 learners believe that Indonesian university learners have

supporting aptitude in learning foreign language, which is English. This finding is

supported by the result of the interview:

“It’s actually in everyone’s aptitude but unfortunately, some
of them don’t have their aptitude well-developed.
(Int./Q14)”.

The excerpt of the above interview shows that ICE learners believe that they have

a good potential to be improved in learning English provided that learners develop

it well. Beckner et al. (2009) supports that learners need comfort from the

environment so that it can nourish learners’ mental process which is aptitude.
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Meanwhile, 40 ICE learners believe slightly that female learners are better

in learning English compared to the male learners. Some of them say that female

learners are more diligent in learning most of the time while the males are busy

with unnecessary fun activities. It is also supported by the interview as follow:

“I’m neutral (rather believe). (Int./Q14)”

“Girls are more diligent than boys. They stay more at home
and study. While we boys are having fun business all the
time. (Int./Q20)”.

ICE learners’ beliefs that female learners are better in a certain way is supported

by Ellis’ (2008) claimed that female learners are believed to have greater

opportunity to succeed in learning a foreign language as they have more positive

attitudes to language learning than males.

Shortly, the findings reported that ICE learners believed that English

language learners have a good potential to learn English. In addition, they rather

believed that female learners have better aptitude in learning English.

b. Beliefs about Difficulties in Learning English in ICE Program

Difficulties in learning English cover learner’s problems that possibly

make the learning difficult. The aspects of the difficulties are lack of vocabulary,

confusion with grammar, confusion with pronunciation, learning usefulness, lack

of practice, and teaching method. The finding shows that 40 learners found

vocabulary and grammar the most difficult factors to deal with in learning English

in ICE program, as they conveyed in the following excerpts:

“I don’t understand the meaning of the words. (Int./Q27-28)”
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“For me the most important is vocabulary. Sentence
structure is not important. Would you give us glossary, miss?
So that we understand what the lecturer said. (Int./Q38)”

“I got confused about the structure of the sentences; what
comes after ‘he’ and ‘they’, for example. The next words
would determine the meaning. If I misplace those words then
it will change the meaning. (Int./Q31)”

“English grammar is the most important to learn as we
cannot communicate in English if we don’t know the
grammar. (Int./Q37)”

“I understand none of them (vocabulary and grammar
items). (Int./Q33)”

The findings confirm that learners with low-mastery of vocabulary would

encounter problems when they need to convey ideas in a second language.  As Li

(2009) stated that learners find it hard to master a word and when they want to

express meaning, they find it impossible to select a suitable word. At the same

time, learners would stumble upon another challenge, which is confusion with

grammar, as soon as they have to express their ideas.  As Berent (1985) also

considered, that grammatical difficulty in relation to production and

comprehension is regarded crucial in acquiring a second language.

ICE learners also think that pronunciation is one of their barriers in

learning. As a learner uttered, “Pronunciation is important, miss. We need to

speak with correct pronunciation so that we don’t come to misunderstanding.

(Int./Q40)”. Theoretically, Centerman (2011) also pointed out that it is crucial that

awareness of English correct pronunciation is raised concerning students’

pronunciation abilities in order to be communicative since English is  now  a
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global  language  and  a  primary  form  of  communication  within many different

fields of work.

In spite of their having difficulties in the aspects of grammar, vocabulary

as well as pronunciation, ICE learners surprisingly experienced teaching methods

that they considered as a way out of the difficulties they faced. As the following

excerpts show, learners perform good attitude towards teaching methods applied

in ICE classes.

“Your giving us glossary is helpful, miss. The explanations
about English grammar are clear, as well as your teaching
us how to pronounce words correctly. (Int./Q42)”

“I found the activities like games, races, group works, role
plays, and presentation such great helps, miss. (Int./Q43)”.

It can be concluded that ICE learners believe that although they have difficulties

in learning English, they put hopes on ICE program to help them overcome their

problems with English vocabulary, grammar and pronunciation. The application

of various class activities triggers learner’s confidence and at the end it will

certainly make them communicate in English better. As Kannan (2009) said that

an English teacher has to encourage the students to talk in English only. This act

makes them confident.

c. Beliefs about the Nature of Learning English

In the beliefs about the nature of learning English, the aspects of the role

of grammar, the role of vocabulary, the role of pronunciation, cultural knowledge

of the target language, and the difference between learning speaking and writing

are presented. The beliefs about the cultural knowledge of the target language and
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the difference between learning speaking and writing are not as high as the beliefs

about the role of grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation. Approximately 28

learners believe about it and it is supported by the excerpt saying that “For us

learning English is a matter of mastering vocabulary, grammar, and

pronunciation. That’s all. (Int./Q22-24)”.

Refer to the category of the beliefs of the difficulties of learning English in

ICE program, learners stated that English grammar, vocabulary, and

pronunciation are challenging. It is concluded that ICE learners believe that it is

crucial to know how to make sentences in a correct structure, vocabulary, and

pronunciation as they worried about misunderstandings they could face. It is in

line with Backley (2013) stating that to be successful in using English as a

communication tool, naturally, learners should be equipped with both an extensive

knowledge of the written language (grammar and vocabulary) and the ability or

confidence to use spoken English (pronunciation).

d. Beliefs about Learning and Communication Strategies in ICE

program

Essentially 29 ICE learners believe that cognitive learning becomes a good

strategy which is gained through practice communicating and memorizing a lot.

The following interview excerpt supports the finding, “We would love to practice

speaking more. Just teach us how to speak, we would memorize it, and we

perform our speaking in front of the class. Speaking more would give us more

experience and we would remember more. (Int./Q48-49)”.
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The learners believe that practice speaking gives them good opportunity to

improve their English as they could remember more by doing speaking activities.

Richards (2006) also stated that natural language use occurs when a speaker

engages in meaningful interaction and maintains comprehensible communication

despite limitations in his communicative competence. Fluency is developed by

creating classroom activities in which students must negotiate meaning as well as

use communication strategies. It is concluded that learners believe that applying

cognitive learning strategy would certainly improve their learning English.

In term of communicating strategies, approximately 66 ICE learners

believe that they are allowed to describe the unfamiliar words using, for example,

gesture. This strategy is known as paralinguistic strategy, meaning that this

strategy could be applied when learners are faced with unknown lexical items.

The interview supporting the finding said, “We sometimes describe what we

would like to say as we try to use gestures. (Int./Q44)”. Theoretically, Saintz

(2007) agreed that the use of body language and gestures inside the classroom is

the union between comprehension and communication, which involves

movements, feelings, which are physical abilities. Gestures and body language

allow people to communicate different feelings and thoughts; gestures are usually

combined with body language to communicate a message, to help understanding.

Furthermore, 57 learners believe that learners should prepare themselves

with word foreignizing which are dictions and pronunciation, so that they are

ready to communicate. Learners also believe that they are allowed to describe

words they found difficult to convey, known as circumlocution strategy. These
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findings confirm Thornbury’s theory saying that word foreignizing and

circumlocution become a communication strategy in learning speaking.

For 66 learners who think that they have not been good in producing

sentences, they tend to count on the classroom lecture with a reason as follow.

“Asking the lecturer for helps is more favourable as we could know meanings of

new words as well as the pronunciation at the same time. (Int./Q44-45)”. Dornyei

(1998) also states that learners can ask for help directly or indirectly. Therefore, it

can be summed up that ICE learners believe in paralinguistic, circumlocution,

appealing-for-help, and word foreignizing strategies as ways to be successful in

communicating in English in ICE classes.

e. Beliefs about Motivations in Learning English in ICE Program

Considering motivations in learning English in ICE program, the learners

believe that they learn English in ICE program based on the two motivations:

internal and instrumental motivation. Essentially 46 respondents believe that their

learning English in ICE program is triggered by internal motivation as the

excerpts said, “Learning English in ICE program makes us feel confident in

speaking to international friends. (Int./Q51)” and “Learning English in ICE

program improves my English. (Int./Q52,59)”. The excerpts are in line with

Winke (2005) stating that second or foreign language learning motivated by

internal motivation is done to fulfil personal reasons related to personal goals.
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At the same time, 30 ICE learners also believe that instrumental

motivations also become supports for their learning. Ahmadi (2011) stated that

learners are learning the language as an instrument to achieve practical goals. The

instrumental motivation is believed by approximately 30 respondents as the

motivation for their learning English in ICE program.

“Learning English in ICE program will prepare me to talk in
presentations in ICE class as well as later in my major.
(Int./Q57)”.

“ICE program is a prerequisite. So I have to finish this soon
so that I could take English for Management class in my
major. (Int./Q61-62)”.

Instrumental motivation involves  perception  of  purely  practical  value

in  learning  the target language,  such  as  increasing occupational or business

opportunities, enhancing prestige and power, accessing scientific and technical

information,  or  just  passing  a  course  in  school (Ahmadi, 2011). It is then

concluded that their taking ICE program is because of, besides the internal

motivation, also their instrumental motivations which are their need of preparing

public speaking activities in class as well as their need of taking the next English

for Specific Purposes (ESP) class in their majors later on. As conclusion, ICE

learners regard both internal and instrumental motivations as their motivations to

join ICE program.

2. Test of Significance (Multiple Linear Regression)

Doing significance test, this chapter found that there is impact of learner’s

presence and learner’s final test. In other word, the interview also found that
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learners failure in the past semesters were because of their being absent more that

the limit. Learners basically understand the scoring system as well as the class

rules. They were absent many times because of various issues. They fully

understood that their absence brought them to failure. Learners said,

“I was too bad in managing my time, miss. I went to parties
a lot and my study was messed up, including my coming to
ICE class. (Int./Q64)”

“I wasn’t ready for joining ICE class, miss. I was a student
from rural area whose English is not good enough to help me
follow the ICE class. I wasn’t confident and decided to drop
the class. (Int./Q68)”

“I was often absent and my scores were not complete. I
failed because of my being absent several times.
(Int./Q72,81)

At the same time, the test of significance also found that the analysis above

contributes only twenty-four percent to a learner’s final score formation; which

means ICE learner’s maximum final score is not supported by the five aspects of

beliefs proposed by Horwitz (1987). It is predicted that there are other variables,

as much as seventy-six percent, that form ICE learner’s final score.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION, IMPLICATION, AND RECOMMENDATION

This last chapter is divided into three parts. The first part gives conclusion

based on the findings presented in chapter four. The second part deals with

pedagogical implication for ICE lecturer and ICE learners. The last part shows

recommendation for further studies related to university learners’ beliefs in

learning English.

A. Conclusion

This study was performed to figure out what beliefs do ICE learners hold

when they are joining ICE program.  The study covers an investigation on five

aspects of language learners’ beliefs about learning English in ICE program, such

as beliefs about aptitude in learning foreign language, difficulties in learning

English in ICE program, nature of learning English in ICE program, learning and

communication strategies applied in learning English in ICE program, and

motivations that the learners hold in learning English in ICE program. Applying a

test of significance, this study also discovered that learners’ absences affect their

final scores.

This part of chapter V will combine the empirical findings discussed in

chapter four to answer the research question: What are the proportions of

learners’ beliefs about pre-ESP course?
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1. Beliefs about foreign language aptitude

ICE learners have a tendency to rather believe that age, gender, and

subject interest play important role in learning English. 28 ICE learners believe

slightly that adult language learners would learn English less successfully

compared to children would. Approximately 40 ICE learners rather believe that

female learners succeed more in learning English rather than the male ones. The

same as the two other aspects, 32 ICE learners have a low belief that learners who

are good in mathematics or science are good in learning English. Lastly, to learn

English well, nearly 49 ICE learners believe that special abilities support their

learning English. Most of them have positive attitude towards English language

learners’ special ability.

Reviewing the findings above, this current study is somewhat in line with

Elis’ (2008) statement saying that female learners have better standard in learning

compared to what the males have. This study also found that ICE learners believe

moderately that children have possibility to learn foreign language better than

adult have, which is supported by Harmer (2007). Considering ICE learners’ ideas

that they more or less believe that learners who are good in mathematics and

science are automatically good in learning foreign language as well, Saleh (2001)

supported this idea as saying that academic subjects such as arts, the humanities,

and architecture are believed more suitable for right-brain  dominant  students,

whereas  other  subjects  such  as  science,  engineering,  and  language

emphasize  logic  and  verbal  analysis are suitable  for  left-brain  dominant

students. It can be implied that learners who are good in mathematics and science

have a tendency to be also good in learning a foreign language. Finally, special
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abilities are believed as supporting aspects in ICE learners’ learning English. The

finding then contradicts with what Mori (1999) found that learners’ beliefs on

special existence would possibly cause anxiety in learning.

2. Beliefs about the difficulties in learning English in ICE program

The respondents believe that the most challenging parts in learning

English in ICE program are grammar and vocabulary parts.  Approximately 47

ICE learners believe that grammar makes them difficult to convey their ideas in

English. At the same time, vocabulary also becomes barrier for the learners when

participating ICE program’s class activities. 39 of them said that their vocabulary

mastery is not good enough to help them communicating in ICE program. The

finding is similar to Hunston (1997) saying that patterns are used with words that

share aspects of meaning, therefore, understanding those patterns can themselves

be seen as having meaning. It can be inferred that both grammar and vocabulary

support learners’ sentence production, therefore, they drive leaners into troubles

when they are not well-equipped with enough grammar and vocabulary

knowledge.

In spite of the difficulties that the ICE learners’ have, they find the

teaching method applied in ICE classes helpful. Around 60 of the respondents

believe that the applied method of teaching and learning in ICE classes support

them to speak in English. The finding corresponds Peng’s (2011) elaborating that

teaching practice, learning tasks, and group cohesion, among others, may function

as classroom affordances, boosting or reconstructing the participants’ beliefs

(Peng, 2011). In other words, methods applied in ICE classes boost up learners’
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positive beliefs which arouse classroom affordances resulting learners’ better

confidence in communicating in English.

3. Beliefs about the nature of learning English

ICE learners believe that the aspects they will deal with in learning

English are grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation. As many as 55 ICE learners

believe that mastering a lot of English vocabulary is the key to be successful

English language learners. Approximately 49 respondents believe that conquering

the grammar is crucial in learning English. Similarly, the learners also believe that

pronunciation is an important aspect to master. For nearly 33 learners said that

learning English means learning how to pronounce words like native speakers, or

at least pronouncing English words correctly.

Theoretically, words with several senses often have different patterns in

the different senses (Sinclair, 1991, as cited in Hunston, 1997). Therefore, it gives

ICE learners barriers to struggle with both grammar and vocabulary as they are

closely connected together. Responding to the finding that pronunciation also

plays important role in learning English, Gilbert (2008) supports that to help the

listeners follow the intentions of the speaker, rhythmic and melodic

(pronunciation) signals are crucial as they are served as “road signs”.
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4. Beliefs about the learning and communication strategies in ICE program

The respondents believe that cognitive strategies are good to apply in their

learning process. Around 49 ICE learners believe that communicative learning in

class and memorizing outside the class become ways to improve their English.

Meanwhile, learners also believe that circumlocution, paralinguistic, and word

foreignizing are some of the strategies they apply for communicating in ICE

classes.

Nearly 59 respondents believe that they are describing words that are

unfamiliar during their communication in ICE classes, namely circumlocution

strategy. This finding is consistent with Campillo (2005) stating that this strategy

is applied when  the  speaker  has  to  resort  the  solutions  to  survive in  lexical

gaps  to  get  his  message through. This can be achieved by means of

circumlocution, which is a strategy learners may use in order to solve a

vocabulary problem.  Besides applying many words to explain (circumlocution),

ICE learners are applying paralinguistic strategy and appealing for help strategy in

participating in communicative class activities. The findings confirm the theories

that Saintz (2007) and Dornyei (1995) proposed.

5. Beliefs about motivations in learning English in ICE program

The majority of ICE learners believe that their joining ICE program is

supported by their internal motivations, which are desired to have international

relationships as well as wish to be active English speakers, and also by their

instrumental motivations, which are desired to gain success in their academic

purposes. The ideas of beliefs of 65 respondents correspond to Winke (2005).
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Meanwhile, nearly 55 ICE learners have instrumental motivations, such as

preparing future career, preparing their ESP class in their majors, as well as

fulfilling 75% of attendance as required, as their support in learning English in

ICE program. The result of the investigation is strengthened by Ahmadi (2011).

Considering that the result of the investigation of learner’ beliefs about

learning English in ICE program would contribute as a feedback for the program,

this chapter came to a curiosity whether learners’ beliefs about learning English in

ICE program affect their final scores. A study conducted by Wen & Johnson

(1997) showed how EFL learners’ beliefs in China were likely to be a primary

factor in the strategies used and language learning achievement.  Therefore, this

chapter applied a test of significance (multiple linear regressions) to answer the

curiosity of whether learners’ beliefs give any impacts on learners’ learning

achievement which is final score.

Based on the statistical analysis, it was found that the five aspects of

beliefs proposed by Horwitz (1987) do not give any impacts on ICE learners’ final

scores. It was then discovered that learners’ numbers of attendance do affect

learners’ final scores as the significance value (t count) is zero percent.  However,

thecoefficient of determination (R-squared) of this analysis which was 24.2%

showed that the six variables tested only contributed little to ICE learners’ finals

scores formation. There are other 76% variables that form ICE learners’ final

scores.
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B. Implications

This segment demonstrates the implications of the study. In regard to

learners’ beliefs in learning English in university level, this chapter directs the

implications to English language lecturers dealing with freshmen in their first pre-

ESP course in the university. At the same time, this chapter also intends to address

the implications to English language learners taking pre-ESP course in their first

year of university.

Dealing with freshmen in their pre-ESP course, lecturers are suggested to

understand that learners hold heterogeneous beliefs towards learning English as

the transition from high school to college or university can be a tough process

(Terenzini et al., 1994) and it affects their beliefs. It is urged that lecturers figure

out what beliefs the learners hold due to learning English through either

distributing questionnaires or conducting interviews. By finding what learners’

beliefs are, lecturers could design teaching methods that trigger learners’ positive

affordance in learning English despite their negative beliefs. As emerging the

learners’ context-responsive beliefs, researchers may focus on meaning-focus

activities, familiar topics, support from the lecturers and peers, teaching methods,

and lesson goals. In contrast, when the affordance was unavailable or not

consistent with the learner’s, counterproductive beliefs such as a denial of the

value of the lesson arose (Peng, 2011).

Freshmen who are taking pre-ESP course in the first year of university are

advised to know what beliefs they have in learning English. By doing so, they

could filter beliefs that support their learning and beliefs that hinder their learning.

Young adult learners are supposed to understand what they need to do to improve
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themselves academically. As Dörnyei (1994) pointed out that “the exact nature of

the social and pragmatic dimensions of L2 motivation is always dependent on who

learns what languages where”. It is clear, then, that there are factors that will

influence learners’ motivation according to who they are, the language that they

are studying and where they are studying it. It is important to consider how to

figure out sufficient affordances to empower their own beliefs to self-regulate

learning action (Peng, 2011).

C. Recommendation

Based on the limitations of this study, the following recommendations are

offered for related research in learners’ beliefs about learning English in ICE

program in Duta Wacana Christian University. The further researches are

expected to cover more variables on learners’ beliefs about learning English in

their pre-ESP course in Duta Wacana University.

As Horwitz’s BALLI does not give enough impacts on learners’ final scores

and so is learner’s number of attendance, this chapter suggests more thorough

researches should be conducted on beliefs about learning English in ICE program

in Duta Wacana Christian University. The researches are then hoped to be able to

discover the 76% of variables forming learners’ final scores in ICE program.  The

upcoming results of the further researches, furthermore, could be used as a

program evaluation so that ICE program in Duta Wacana Christian University is

empowering learners’ affordance since it is important to consider how to provide

sufficient affordances to empower learners’ beliefs to self-regulate learning

action. Teaching practice, learning tasks, and group cohesion, among others, may
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function as classroom affordances, boosting or reconstructing the participants’

beliefs (Peng, 2011).

One of the suggested ways to arise learners’ affordance is by setting the

learners immersed in an environment full of potentional meanings. The learners’

context-respinsive beliefs could be focused on meaning-focus activities, familiar

topics, support from the teachers and peers, teaching methods, and leson goals.

Because when the affordance were unavailable, counterproductive beliefs of the

value of the course arise (Peng, 201). Van Lier (2000) suggested that establishing

meaningful environment could be done by letting the learners act and interact with

a particular environment. Alanen (2003) stated the same thing that beliefs are

constantly constructed and reconstructed in social interaction. In other words, it is

recommended that teachers provide sufficient affordances to empower learners’

beliefs to self regulated learning action.

Specifying learners’ affordance, researchers might focus on levels proposed

by Dörnyei (1994). First, it is the Language Level which refers to all the different

aspects of the L2, such as its culture, the community where it belongs, and the

potential value of being able to use it. In the second level, which is the Learner

Level, it is the learners’ personality and his relation with the language; such as the

learners’ self confidence, language anxiety, and needs for achievement. Finally,

the Learning Situation Level which deals with where the language is learnerd,

including the course components, the teachers, and the group componenets.

In other words, learners could be motivated from many sources. When we

focus on the learners, it is necessary to address the specific target learners being

taught, who are adult learners. Husman and Lens (2011) elaborated that adult
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learners need to have a Future Time Perspective (FTP), which is derifed as “the

degree to which and the way in which the chronological future is integrated into

the present life-space of an individual through motivational goal-setting

processes”; which is in line as a connection between what is happening in the

classroom and their future, and also feel that they are active participants in their

learning process. It remains a challenge for ICE program teachers as well as the

next researchers to set a meaningful class environment which can highly influence

learners’ performance, but most importantly, it affects their motivation to learn.
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Appendix 1. Questionnaire

Dear ICE students,

Kuisioner ini diperlukan untuk penelitian guna menyelesaikan thesis saya yang

berjudul “Students’ Beliefs about ICE Program in Duta Wacana Christian

University”. Tujuan dari kuisioner ini adalah untuk mengetahui keyakinan para

mahasiswa ICE terhadap program ICE yang sedang mereka ikuti. Maka dari itu,

partisipasi yang jujur dan terbuka sangat saya harapkan dalam pengisian kuisioner

ini; kerahasiaan terjamin. Atas kerjasamanya saya ucapkan terimakasih.

A. B. Ermerawati, S. Pd.

Nama, NIM, fakultas :  ______________________ (kerahasiaan terjamin)

Email aktif :  ______________________

No. ponsel aktif :  ______________________

Jenis kelamin :  P/L (lingkari yang benar)

Level ICE :  _______

Pernah mengulang ICE :  Ya/Tidak (lingkari yang benar)

_______ kali di level _______

_______ kali di level _______

Lingkarilah salah satu angka disetiap pernyataan dibawah ini. Angka tersebut

adalah skala keyakinan dimana:
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1= SP (Sangat Yakin)

2= P (Yakin)

3= N (Netral)

4= TP (Tidak Yakin)

5= STP (sangat Tidak Yakin)

“Keyakinan terhadap pembelajaran bahasa asing adalah opini mahasiswa

tentang pembelajaran bahasa asing (Banya and Cheng, 1997)”

Beliefs about Foreign Language

Aptitude

(Keyakinan tentang bakat berbahasa

asing)

SP P N TP STP

1. Orang dewasa lebih sulit

mempelajari bahasa Inggris

daripada anak-anak

1 2 3 4 5

2. Beberapa orang memiliki bakat

alami untuk mempelajari bahasa

Inggris

1 2 3 4 5

3. Akan lebih mudah untuk

seseorang yang sudah bisa

berbahasa asing untuk

1 2 3 4 5
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mempelajari bahasa asing yang

lain

4. Saya mempunyai bakat

mempelajari bahasa Inggris
1 2 3 4 5

5. Semua orang dapat mempelajari

bahasa Inggris
1 2 3 4 5

6. Orang yang dapat berbicara lebih

dari satu bahasa asing itu pandai
1 2 3 4 5

7. Orang Indonesia pandai belajar

bahasa Inggris
1 2 3 4 5

8. Mahasiswa wanita lebih mudah

belajar bahasa Inggris daripada

mahasiswa putra

1 2 3 4 5

9. Orang yang pandai matematika

dan IPA mudah belajar bahasa

Inggris

1 2 3 4 5

Beliefs about the Difficulty of

Learning English in ICE Program

(Keyakinan tentang kesulitan dlam

mempelajari Bahasa Inggris di program

ICE)

SP P N TP STP

1. Saya tidak menguasai kosakata

yang cukup
1 2 3 4 5

2. Mempertimbangkan struktur 1 2 3 4 5
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kalimat menjadikan saya sulit

untuk berbicara dalam bahasa

Inggris

3. Mengucapkan kata-kata dalam

bahasa Inggris dengan benar itu

sulit

1 2 3 4 5

4. Belajar bahasa Inggris di kelas

ICE itu tidak membekali

mahasiswa untuk

menggunakannya dalam

percakapan di luar kelas

1 2 3 4 5

5. Saya akan lebih cepat belajar

bahasa Inggris jika ada partner

untuk berlatih di luar kelas ICE

1 2 3 4 5

6. Dengan metode pengajaran seperti

sekarang, saya merasa terdukung

untuk berlatih berbicara dalam

bahasa Inggris

1 2 3 4 5

Beliefs about the Nature of Learning

English

(Kepercaan tentang inti dari pembelajaran

Bahasa Inggris)

SP P N TP STP

1. Grammar tidak penting untuk

dipelajari di kelas ICE
1 2 3 4 5
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2. Tempat terbaik untuk mempelajari

bahasa asing adalah langsung di

negara penutur aslinya

1 2 3 4 5

3. Yang terpenting dalam

mempelajari bahasa asing adalah

penguasaan kosakata

1 2 3 4 5

4. Yang terpenting dalam

mempelajari bahasa asing adalah

mendalami struktur kalimat

(grammar)

1 2 3 4 5

5. Hal terpenting dalam mempelajari

bahasa Inggris adalah

mengucapkan kosakata seperti

penutur asli

1 2 3 4 5

6. Belajar berbicara dalam bahasa

Inggris berbeda dengan belajar

menulis dalam bahasa Inggris

1 2 3 4 5

Beliefs about Learning and

Communication Strategies in ICE

program

(Keyakinan tentang pembelajaran dan

strategi berbicara di kelas ICE)

SP P N TP STP

1. Kegiatan komunikatif dalam

bahasa Inggris perlu dilakukan
1 2 3 4 5
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guna meningkatkan kemampuan

berbicara bahasa Inggris

2. Penggunaan peragaan, bahasa

tubuh, eksperesi wajah, atau

menirukan suara perlu digunakan

dalam mengutarakan maksud

pembicara

1 2 3 4 5

3. Menghafalkan adalah strategi

bagus dalam mempelajari bahasa

Inggris

1 2 3 4 5

4. Mahasiswa dapat berganti ke

Bahasa Indonesia ketika sedang

berbicara dalam bahasa Inggris

1 2 3 4 5

5. Mahasiswa dapat

mendeskripsikan sesuatu jika

kesulitan untuk menemukan

kosakata bahasa Inggris

1 2 3 4 5

6. Jika saya kesulitan menemukan

kosakata bahasa Inggris, saya

dapat bertanya kepada dosen atau

teman

1 2 3 4 5

7. Aktifitas lisan di kelas ICE tidak

mendukung kemajuan berbicara

dalam bahasa Inggris saya

1 2 3 4 5
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8. Saya sering menggunakan eehhmm

atau what is it ketika berbicara

bahasa Inggris

1 2 3 4 5

9. Dalam berbicara bahasa Inggris,

mahasiswa harus mengetahui

kosakata yang tepat dan juga cara

pengucapannya

1 2 3 4 5

Beliefs about Motivations in Learning

English in ICE program

(Keyakinan tentang motivasi belajar Bahasa

Inggris di kelas ICE)

SP P N TP STP

1. Mahasiswa Indonesia perlu belajar

bahasa Inggris
1 2 3 4 5

2. Saya ingin mempelajari bahasa

Inggris sehingga saya dapat

berteman dengan orang dari

bangsa lain

1 2 3 4 5

3. Jika saya dapat mempelajari

bahasa Inggris dengan baik, saya

akan dapat kesempatan bekerja

yang baik

1 2 3 4 5

4. Saya ingin mempelajari bahasa

Inggris
1 2 3 4 5

5. Saya mengikuti kelas ICE untuk 1 2 3 4 5
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dapat  memenuhi syarat

mengambil mata kuliah bahasa

Inggris lanjutan di fakultas

6. Saya hadir di kelas ICE untuk

memenuhi jumlah kehadiran

sebanyak minimal 75%

1 2 3 4 5

7. Saya mengikuti kelas ICE untuk

mempersiapkan diri menghadapi

mata kuliah bahasa Inggris

lanjutan di fakultas beberapa

semester ke depan

1 2 3 4 5

 Terimakasih 
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Appendix 2. Interview Guideline

INTERVIEW GUIDELINE

1. What age should a learner start learning English?

2. Are there any differences between men and women learning English?

3. Do university learners have good natural ability for learning English?

4. What are the difficulties that ICE learners have when they learn English in

class?

5. What is important for learning English? (Grammar? Vocabulary?

Pronunciation?)

6. What learning and communication strategies do ICE learners apply in

class?

7. What do ICE learners want to achieve in joining ICE program?

8. Do you know that your being absence affects your final scores?
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Appendix 3. Transcript of Interview

Day/Date :  Tuesday/15 March, 2016

Time :  18:00 PM

Location :  PPBA UKDW

Participant :  Valentina (P1), Nyoman (P2), Araz (P3)

Note :  R (Researcher)

P (Paricipant)

Transcript Coding

Q1 R

Hari ini saya akan bertanya tentang beberapa

hal terkait dengan thesis saya yang meneliti

tentang keyakinan mahasiswa terhadap

program ICE yang sedang mereka ikuti.

Q2 P(1-3) Oke miss

Q3 R
Nah pertanyaan-pertanyaan nanti mohon

dijawab dengan jujur, rahasia saya jamin.

Q4 P(1-3) Iya miss

Q5 R

Dalam penelitin saya ini, saya ingin

mengetahui apa sih ICE ini untuk kalian

mahasiswa? Karena ada beberapa fakta yang

menunjukkan bahwa mahasiswa bersikap

negative terhadap program ini. Nah saya

memilih kalian sebagai perwakilan dari
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responden saya karena kalian pernah

mengulang mengambil kelas ICE level 2

lebih dari 2 kali.

Q6 P(1-3) Hehehe..iya miss

Q7 R

Oke. Kita mulai. Sekarang kita bicara bakat

dulu ya. Menurut kalian, orang Indonesia ini

berbakat nggak sih belajar Bahasa Inggris?

Q8 P1 Iya, berbakat miss.

Q9 P(2-3) Iya miss, setuju.

Q10 R Kalau para mahasiswa ICE berbakat tidak?

Q11 P(1-3)
Hahaha…gimana ya miss, ada yang berbakat,

ada yang tidak.

Q12 R
Mengapa menurut kalian ada yang tidak

berbakat?

Q13 P1

Gimana ya miss, mungkin karena aku nggak

mengerti Bahasa Inggris jadi aku nggak

merasa berbakat miss.

Q14 P2

Tapi kalo secara keseluruhan ya bisa dibilang

mahasiswa yang ikut ICE berbakat kok miss.

Sebetulnya semua orang tu berbakat kok

miss, tinggal bakatnya itu terasah atau

tidak.

Special ability

Q15 R
Oke. Kalau kalian amati, mahasiswa ICE

cowok dan cewek, mana yang lebih berbakat
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belajar Bahasa Inggris?

Q16 P1 Mmm..aku netral miss. Gender

Q17 P2 Cewek miss.

Q18 P3 Sama-sama aja miss. Merata.

Q19 R
Nyoman, kenapa kamu merasa mahasiswa

cewek yang lebih berbakat?

Q20 P2

Iya miss, karena cewek itu bisa dibilang

lebih tekun belajar. Kalau kita cowok

lebih banyak mainnya miss..hehehe. Malas

kita duduk belajar miss.

Gender

Q21 R

Dalam mempelajari Bahasa Inggris ada

grammar atau struktur kalimat, kosakata, cara

pengucapan, mempelajari budaya penutur

asli, juga kemampuan berbicara dan menulis

dalam bahasa Inggris. Apa sih yang

terpenting bagi kalian?

Q22 P1
Grammar miss. The role of

grammar

Q23 P2
Kosakata. The role of

vocabulary

Q24 P3

Grammar dan kosakata. Cara ngomong

juga miss. Semua.

The role of

grammar, the

role of

vocabulary, and
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the role of

pronunciation.

Q25 R

Jadi kalian merasa kesulitan ya dengan

grammar, kosakata, dan cara pengucapan?

Nah coba ceritakan lebih detail tentang

kesulitan yang kalian hadapi selama belajar

Bahasa Inggris di ICE.

Q26 P3
Sebetulnya tidak ada miss. Cuma malas saja

datang miss hahaha…

Q27 P2 Kalau aku kesulitan mengerti miss. Lack of

vocabularyQ28 R Oh arti-artinya gitu ya, Valen?

Q29 P1 Iya. Sama letak-letaknya gitu loh miss.

Q30 R Letak-letak? Maksudnya?

Q31 P1

Iya miss, letak-letak misal setelah ‘he’ itu

apa, lain lagi nanti setelah ‘they’ apa

gitu.Beda letak kata dan pasangan itu bisa

beda arti miss.

Confusion with

grammar

Q32 R Oh, grammar itu namanya.

Q33 P2

Kalo aku semua miss, nggak ngerti. Lack of

vocabulary &

confusion with

grammar

Q34 R
Sampai sekarang, setelah kalian mengulang

di level yang sama beberapa kali, kalian
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masih merasa kesulitan di kosakata dan

grammar?

Q35 P1

Sekarang udah mendingan miss, ya karena

dosen-dosen juga kadang kasih games atau

apa gitu yang buat kita mudeng dan berani

ngomong.

Q36 R

Bagus lah kalau sekarang ada kemajuan. Nah

jadi menurut kalian bertiga, apa yang penting

dipelajari dalam Bahasa Inggris?

Q37 P1

Grammar miss! Pusing kalo kita nggak

bisa ngomong karena bingung

susunannya. Gimana ya miss, mungkin

karena dari jaman SD sampai SMA guru

Bahasa Inggrisnya nggak bagus, sekolah di

kampung, jadi gini lah aku sekarang miss

Bahasa Inggrisnya.

Confusion with

grammar

Q38 P2

Kalau aku yang penting tau artinya miss.

Susunan nggak begitu penting. Kasih lah

arti-arti gitu miss, biar kami bisa ngerti

dosen nih ngomong apa.

Lack of

vocabulary

Q39 R Kalau cara pengucapan penting juga nggak?

Q40 P3

Penting miss! Supaya kita bisa ngomong

kaya orang luar negeri miss. Juga biar

nggak salah paham to?

Confusion with

pronunciation
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Q41 R

Metode pengajaran dosen di kelas membantu

kalian dengan kesulitan-kesulitan pada

kosakata, grammar, dan cara pengucapan

tidak?

Q42 P1

Iya miss. Kadang miss kasih kami daftar

kata-kata itu membantu kami mengerti

artinya. Diterangin pasangan kata-kata

gitu. Juga kadang dibenerin cara bacanya,

harus monyong, harus nyemprot,

hahaha…

Teaching

method

Q43 R

Oh gitu. Jadi kalian selama ini gimana

caranya survive di kelas ICE? Cara mengikuti

pembelajaran Bahasa Inggris dan cara

berkomunikasi di kelas. Kan dosen selalu

pakai Bahasa Inggris tuh.

Q44 P2

Ya kita kadang jelasin miss maksud kita

apa gitu. Habis nggak tahu Bahasa

Inggrisnya miss. Pakai bahasa tubuh gitu

miss hahaha..

Paralinguistic

Q45 P3
Ah, tanya miss saja sudah. Kan kita ada

password kalo mau tanya to? Gampang.

Appealing for

help

Q46 P1

Iya, kalo liat kamus lama..hehe. Bacanya juga

nggak tau miss. Jadi mending langsung

tanya biar kita tahu arti dan cara
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pengucapannya sekaligus.

Q47 R

Nah itu tadi cara berkomunikasi. Sekarang

cara belajarnya. Gimana strategi kalian

belajar dalam mengikuti kelas ICE?

Q48 P3

Ya mengikuti miss aja mau belajar apa.

Tinggal kami nanti diberi tau gimana cara

ngomong pakai Bahasa Inggrisnya, kami

hafalkan, lalu langsung dipraktekkan di

depan kelas.

Cognitive

strategyQ49 P1

Iya kami perlu yang langsung ngomong

gitu loh miss. Pusing juga dengerin dosen

yang ngomong terus, mana aku nggak ngerti

pula dosen ngomong apa.

Q50 P2

Iya miss, langsung praktek ngomong, biar

lebih masuk ke otak gitu lho miss. Jadi kalo

sewaktu-waktu harus ngomong dengan

Bahasa Inggris, kami siap.

Q51 P3
Supaya kita lebih siap dan lebih pede miss

kalo ketemu bule cantik hahaha…

Internal

motivation

Q52 R
Lebih siap ketemu bule? Kalau selain itu, ada

motivasi lain nggak ikut kelas ICE?

Q53 P1
Kalo aku supaya Bahasa Inggrisku lebih

bagus lah miss.

Internal

motivation

Q54 R Kalau Bahasa Inggrisnya sudah lebih bagus,
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terus?

Q55 P1 Ya terus aku bisa lebih pede miss.

Q56 R
Lebih pede ngomong sama bule ganteng kaya

Araz?

Q57 P1

Hahaha..enggak lah miss. Pede ngomong

pake Bahasa Inggris untuk kuliah gitu

miss. Kalo presentasi gitu misalnya. Kan

kita mahasiswa ini sering banget presentasi-

presentasi gitu miss. Di kelas ICE misalnya.

Kan harus pake Bahasa Inggris presentasinya.

Instrumental

motivation

Q58 R

Kalau kalian, Nyoman, Araz? Apa motivasi

kalian mengikuti kelas ICE? Selain biar pede

ngomong ke bule cantik?

Q59 P(2-3)
Ya sama kaya Valen, miss. Biar pintar

berbahasa Inggris.

Internal

motivation

Q60 R

Yakin nggak ada motivasi lain? Biar bisa

mengambil kuliah BIT mungkin? Atau biar

segera bisa lulus dari ICE mungkin?

Q61 P3

Oh iya itu juga miss. Biar bisa segera lulus

miss. Sudah bosan miss aku bayar terus

nggak pernah masuk ICE.

Instrumental

motivation

Q62 P2
Betul miss. Biar segera bisa ambil BIT.

Sudah tua kita ini di kampus hahaha…

Instrumental

motivation

Q63 R Hehehe..bagus lah akhirnya kalian sadar juga.
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Jadi, semester-semester yang lalu, yang

kalian belum sadar itu, kenapa? Apa yang

menyebabkan kalian tidak lulus level 2 ICE

berkali-kali?

Q64 P3

Ah itu karena aku belum sadar miss.

Kebanyakan main aku miss. Sampai papa

suruh aku pindah kos karena aku pesta terus

sama teman-teman miss. Aku kos dengan

teman-teman Papua miss. Mereka tidak

teratur hidupnya to? Minum-minum, pesta-

pesta sampai pagi gitu miss. Kuliahku

longgar semua miss jadinya.

Learner absence

Q65 R Jadi nggak pernah masuk kelas ICE juga?

Q66 P3
Iya itu miss. Tapi sekarang aku sudah sadar

miss.

Q67 R
Good! Kalau kamu, Valen? Kenapa bisa

sampai mengulang 2 kali?

Q68 P1

Kalo aku karena yang sebelumnya belum siap

miss. Nggak bisa ngikuti aku miss. Nggak

ngerti aku dosen-dosen ngomong apa.

Maklum miss, aku ini dari kampung. Guru-

guru Bahasa Inggris di sekolahku dulu itu

nggak bagus. Masuk aja jarang-jarang miss.

Kalo masuk ya cuma disuruhnya kami ini

Learner absence
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mencatat yang kami nggak ngerti. Jadi begitu

masuk kelas ICE kaget kami semua dosen

pake Bahasa Inggris terus. Jadi malas aku

masuk kelas ICE miss.

Q69 R
Jadi sekarang lebih rajin masuk karena sudah

siap?

Q70 P1

Iya miss. Aku udah beli buku percakapan

Bahasa Inggris miss. Sudah agak ngerti miss

aku sekarang.

Q71 R
Kalau kamu, Nyoman, apa penyebab

kegagalanmu semester lalu?

Q72 P2
Jarang masuk aku miss. Jadi nggak lengkap

nilai Progress Reviewku.

Learner absence

Q73 R
Kalian tahu tidak system penilaian di kuliah

ICE?

Q74 P(1-3) Tau miss. Kan ada di silabus.

Q75 R
Kalo kalian tau, coba jelaskan gimana

penilaian ICE itu. Beserta aturan-aturannya.

Q76 P1
Ya itu miss. Progress itu 6 kali. Itu 75%. Trs

nanti Final Test 25%.

Q77 P3
Sama itu, absen. Lebih dari 6 kali absen tidak

boleh ikut final tes. Sampai hafal aku miss.

Q78 R
Betul. Jadi menurut kalian kehadiran kalian

itu mempengaruhi nilai akhir tidak?
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Q79 P3 Maksudnya miss? Mempengaruhi gimana?

Q80 R

Jadi kalau kalian banyak absen, nilai akhir

bisa gagal. Gitu maksudnya. Setuju nggak

kalian?

Q81 P2

Iya contohnya aku miss. Gara-gara nggak

ikut Progress Review jadi nilaiku jelek.

Nggak lulus miss.

Learner absence

Q82 R
Kalau menurut yang lain, setuju tidak dengan

system penilaian seperti ini?

Q83 P(1-3) Penilaian yang mana miss?

Q84 R

Cara penghitungan nilai akhir. Ada 6

progress test berbobot 75% dan final test

berbobot 25%. Gimana menurut kalian?

Q85 P3 Ya setuju-setuju aja miss. Tidak masalah.

Q86 P1

Justru malah bagus kalo tes progressnya

banyak gini miss. Kan jadi malah sering

belajar.

Q87 R
Oke, miss rasa sudah cukup. Terimakasih ya

semua.

Q88 P(1-3) Iya miss.

Q89 R

Terimakasih buat waktu dan jawaban-

jawaban jujurnya. Yang semangat kuliah

ICEnya ya!

Q90 P(1-3) Iya miss. Sama-sama miss.
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Appendix 4. Raw Data

Frequency Table

Q1

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 3 4.3 4.3 4.3

D 26 37.1 37.1 41.4

N 28 40.0 40.0 81.4

A 11 15.7 15.7 97.1

SA 2 2.9 2.9 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q2

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 18 25.7 25.7 25.7

D 37 52.9 52.9 78.6

N 11 15.7 15.7 94.3

A 4 5.7 5.7 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q3

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 12 17.1 17.1 17.1

D 28 40.0 40.0 57.1

N 22 31.4 31.4 88.6

A 7 10.0 10.0 98.6

SA 1 1.4 1.4 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0
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Q4

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 8 11.4 11.4 11.4

D 35 50.0 50.0 61.4

N 24 34.3 34.3 95.7

A 2 2.9 2.9 98.6

SA 1 1.4 1.4 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q5

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 47 67.1 67.1 67.1

D 20 28.6 28.6 95.7

N 3 4.3 4.3 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q6

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 17 24.3 24.3 24.3

D 31 44.3 44.3 68.6

N 18 25.7 25.7 94.3

A 4 5.7 5.7 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0
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Q7

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 7 10.0 10.0 10.0

D 32 45.7 45.7 55.7

N 29 41.4 41.4 97.1

A 2 2.9 2.9 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q8

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 3 4.3 4.3 4.3

D 10 14.3 14.3 18.6

N 40 57.1 57.1 75.7

A 13 18.6 18.6 94.3

SA 4 5.7 5.7 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q9

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 4 5.7 5.7 5.7

D 10 14.3 14.3 20.0

N 32 45.7 45.7 65.7

A 22 31.4 31.4 97.1

SA 2 2.9 2.9 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0
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Q10

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 3 4.3 4.3 4.3

D 36 51.4 51.4 55.7

N 21 30.0 30.0 85.7

A 9 12.9 12.9 98.6

SA 1 1.4 1.4 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q11

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 3 4.3 4.3 4.3

D 44 62.9 62.9 67.1

N 17 24.3 24.3 91.4

A 6 8.6 8.6 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q12

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 2 2.9 2.9 2.9

D 20 28.6 28.6 31.4

N 30 42.9 42.9 74.3

A 13 18.6 18.6 92.9

SA 5 7.1 7.1 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0
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Q13

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid D 7 10.0 10.0 10.0

N 14 20.0 20.0 30.0

A 34 48.6 48.6 78.6

SA 15 21.4 21.4 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q14

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 20 28.6 28.6 28.6

D 34 48.6 48.6 77.1

N 15 21.4 21.4 98.6

A 1 1.4 1.4 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q15

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 20 28.6 28.6 28.6

D 40 57.1 57.1 85.7

N 10 14.3 14.3 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q16

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 1 1.4 1.4 1.4

D 5 7.1 7.1 8.6
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N 15 21.4 21.4 30.0

A 24 34.3 34.3 64.3

SA 25 35.7 35.7 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q17

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 20 28.6 28.6 28.6

D 13 18.6 18.6 47.1

N 16 22.9 22.9 70.0

A 16 22.9 22.9 92.9

SA 5 7.1 7.1 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q18

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 26 37.1 37.1 37.1

D 29 41.4 41.4 78.6

N 14 20.0 20.0 98.6

A 1 1.4 1.4 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q19

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 19 27.1 27.1 27.1

D 30 42.9 42.9 70.0

N 18 25.7 25.7 95.7

A 3 4.3 4.3 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0
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Q20

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 8 11.4 11.4 11.4

D 25 35.7 35.7 47.1

N 25 35.7 35.7 82.9

A 12 17.1 17.1 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q21

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 14 20.0 20.0 20.0

D 25 35.7 35.7 55.7

N 23 32.9 32.9 88.6

A 8 11.4 11.4 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q22

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 37 52.9 52.9 52.9

D 33 47.1 47.1 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q23

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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Valid SD 29 41.4 41.4 41.4

D 37 52.9 52.9 94.3

N 4 5.7 5.7 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q24

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 7 10.0 10.0 10.0

D 20 28.6 28.6 38.6

N 24 34.3 34.3 72.9

A 15 21.4 21.4 94.3

SA 4 5.7 5.7 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q25

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 4 5.7 5.7 5.7

D 30 42.9 42.9 48.6

N 29 41.4 41.4 90.0

A 3 4.3 4.3 94.3

SA 4 5.7 5.7 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q26

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 10 14.3 14.3 14.3

D 48 68.6 68.6 82.9

N 12 17.1 17.1 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0
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Q27

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 33 47.1 47.1 47.1

D 33 47.1 47.1 94.3

N 2 2.9 2.9 97.1

A 1 1.4 1.4 98.6

SA 1 1.4 1.4 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q28

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 1 1.4 1.4 1.4

D 12 17.1 17.1 18.6

N 16 22.9 22.9 41.4

A 26 37.1 37.1 78.6

SA 15 21.4 21.4 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q29

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 8 11.4 11.4 11.4

D 30 42.9 42.9 54.3

N 26 37.1 37.1 91.4
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A 5 7.1 7.1 98.6

SA 1 1.4 1.4 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q30

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 16 22.9 22.9 22.9

D 41 58.6 58.6 81.4

N 12 17.1 17.1 98.6

SA 1 1.4 1.4 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q31

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 46 65.7 65.7 65.7

D 20 28.6 28.6 94.3

N 4 5.7 5.7 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q32

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 39 55.7 55.7 55.7

D 22 31.4 31.4 87.1

N 9 12.9 12.9 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0
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Q33

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 46 65.7 65.7 65.7

D 23 32.9 32.9 98.6

N 1 1.4 1.4 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q34

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 51 72.9 72.9 72.9

D 16 22.9 22.9 95.7

N 3 4.3 4.3 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q35

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 24 34.3 34.3 34.3

D 28 40.0 40.0 74.3

N 14 20.0 20.0 94.3

A 3 4.3 4.3 98.6

SA 1 1.4 1.4 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q36

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 20 28.6 28.6 28.6

D 21 30.0 30.0 58.6

N 14 20.0 20.0 78.6
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A 11 15.7 15.7 94.3

SA 4 5.7 5.7 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0

Q37

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid SD 30 42.9 42.9 42.9

D 26 37.1 37.1 80.0

N 12 17.1 17.1 97.1

A 1 1.4 1.4 98.6

SA 1 1.4 1.4 100.0

Total 70 100.0 100.0
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